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Lot Title Description

501

Contemporary Full-Stock 

Flintlock Rifle 

.410 bore diameter, 45.5" octagonal barrel length, no S/N. No visible 

markings. Brass buttplate, trigger guard, 2-piece patchbox, ramrod 

pipes and fore-end cap. Iron lock, hammer and frizzen. Brown barrel. 

Maple stock with cheek piece carved on the left side. Rear Buckhorn 

sight and front blade sight. Comes with ramrod. $600 $1,000

502

Middle Eastern Flintlock 

Jazail Rifle

40 caliber, 39" round barrel. Walnut stock with amassive flintlock. Iron 

mounted. $400 $600

503

Mid-Eastern Flintlock 

Jeazeal Musket

.500 bore diameter smoothbore, 46.5" octagonal-to-round barrel, 

notched rear sight mounted in the tang. Flintlock-style action, all metal 

except for the skeletonizedbuttstock with metal and wood. Bone inlays 

in the stock. $600 $800

504

Contemporary Knife and 

Flintlock Pistol

.30 caliber, 2" barrel in brass knife hilt. 5.25" single-edged, cutlery-style 

blade with engraved brass hilt that contains a single-shot flintlock 

pistol. Flat, swan neck cock with unbridled brass pan. Exposed 

mechanism on obverse with flint battery on the reverse. Top of hilt 

engraved WHINORING. $650 $1,000

505 Balkan Flintlock Pistol

.63 caliber, 12.25" octagonal-to-round barrel. Bright finish, brass stock 

and barrel wrap, ball butt. Classic Balkan / Greek patternmiqueletpistol. 

Flat lock with maker's mark, flat swan neck cock with squared off, 

groovedfrizzen. Brass stock withchiseledpatterns, false ramrod. Barrel 

engraved with simple patterns and with three maker's touch marks. $400 $600

506

Model 1808 Contract 

Musket By Nippes

.69 caliber smoothbore, 44" round barrel, marked on the back of the 

lock Nippes &Co Philada. Early flat-style lockplate, with a tit in the rear 

of the lockplate. Missing ramrod. Three barrel bands and full-length 

stock. $400 $600

507

Early Cartridge Box with 

brush and vent Pick

24 tubes for cartridges, 9.75" X 3.75" leather box with a flap. No 

markings. $700 $1,000

508

American Federal Period 

Naval Dirk

Blade measures 9.25" and the overall length is 12.5". Blade has gilt 

floral etching and a panoplyof arms. Small German silver guard with a 

bone handle. $600 $900

509 Engraved Powder Horn

11.5" overall length. Engraved images on the horn includes: stylized sun 

rays, patriotic eagle with E. Pluribus Unum in its beak, deer, pheasant, 

and various foliage. Complete with raised carved spout. $600 $1,000

Low and High 

**Please note - all lots marked with asterisks(*) require a Federal Firearms License or a Form 4473 to be completed and 

background check performed.  Successful buyers will not be permitted to leave with the firearm without submitting a FFL or 

completing the Form 4473.  No exceptions.  Thank you for your cooperation.
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510

Federal Period Ivory 

Handled Sword

33" curved blade with etched panels. Brass eagle pommel"D" guard, 

spiral bone handle. No scabbard. $500 $700

511

Non-Commission Officers 

Sword 1818 By N. Starr

25.5" blade with fuller. Marked near the guard N. Starr USP, iron "D" 

guard, iron backstrap. Painted grooved wood handle. No scabbard. $500 $700

512

Late 18th Century 

American Sword and 

Scabbard

35" blade curved with fuller near the false edge. Leatherscabbard. Iron 

guard and backstrap. Wood grooved handle. $500 $700

513 Model 1817 Rifle

.54 caliber, 36" barrel. Bright finish, walnut stock. Altered to left-hand 

configuration with an English "Tower"-marked flint lock. Originallock 

mortise covered with a solid brass plate. 1829 dated tang. Oval iron 

patchbox, pistol-gripped trigger guard, sling swivels, incorrect iron 

ramrod. An interesting creation of a left-handed rifle that was never 

made in that configuration. $600 $900

514

US Navy Powder Flask 

marked Adams and Dated 

1846

Large brass US Navy powder flask embossed on front and back of the 

body with Naval fouled anchor over "U.S.N." The neckis marked 

"Adams" over "J.S.P" inspector marks. Dated "1846" on the neck as 

well. Measures 9.5" in length and 4.5" at the widest point of the body. 

Has 2 brass carrying rings on each side of the body.  $400 $600

515

Mexican War Period U.S. 

Artillery Officer's Chapeau

U.S. Artillery Officer's chapeau, black beaver, ostrichfeather. Cockade 

with brass button eaglewith"A" inside the shield. $600 $800

516

Model 1842 Aston 

Percussion Single Shot 

Pistol Belonging To Col. 

Joseph C. Audenried 

.54 caliber, 8.5" round barrel with military marks on the left side of 

barrel. Barrel pitted at nipple. Walnut stock with brass furniture. 

Lockplate marked H. Aston; on the rear of lockplate dated 1846. Tang 

dated 1846, captured ramrod. This pistol comes from the direct 

descendants of Col Joseph C. Audenried. $1,000 $2,500

517

U.S. Model 1842 Pistol By 

H. Aston & Co

.54 caliber, 8.5" barrel, no S/N. Bright finish, brass mounts, walnut 

stock. Lock marked US/H. ASTON &CO and MIDDTN/CONN/1851. No 

date visible on tang. Barrel with inspection marks, stock with 2 weak 

cartouches. Swivel ramrod. Incorrect front sight. $600 $800

518

Model 1836 Pistol by 

R.Johnson

.54 caliber, 8.5" barrel, converted by the arsenalfrom flint to 

percussion, using a percussion bolster. Lockplatemarked R. Johnson 

and dated 183?. Walnut stock. $600 $900

519

US Naval Cutlass Marked 

N.P. Ames, Cabotville

US Naval cutlass marked "N.P. Ames Cabotville," with an "R.O." on 

knuckle guard and "U.S. 1846 and "J.L." Brass fish scale handle and 

brass "D" guard. $500 $700
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520

Ballard Civil War Carbine 

by Ball & Williams

.44 RF caliber, 22" round barrel, S/N 9940.Allmatching numbers.The 

right side of the frame is markedBallard's Patent / Nov. 5. 1861 The left 

side of the frame is marked Ball &WilliamsOn the left side of the frame 

is marked Ball &Williams / Worcester Mass. and Merwin &Bray Agts / 

New York. WithMM on the left side of the breechblock and in a 

cartouche on the butt. The walnut buttstock has an unusual leather 

buttpad that has been fashioned. $2,000 $3,000

521

Bacon Mfg. Co. Navy 

Model Revolver, Second 

Type

.38 RF caliber, 7.5" octagonal barrel. Large engraved frame. Marked on 

the top of the barrel in a single line Bacon Mfg Norwich Conn. Walnut 

grips. $500 $750

522

U.S. Springfield Model 

1863 Type II Rifle Musket 

Belonging to George W. 

Witherall of Company A, 

77th Illinois Volunteer 

Infantry

.58 caliber, 40" barrel, bright finish. Walnut stock. Lock dated 1864, no 

visible barrel date. Three barrel bands, 1861 pattern rear sight, straight 

shank ramrod. Obverse stock with an old,oval brass plate which reads: 

G.W. WITHERELL/ COMPANY . A . 77. ILL / VOLUNTEERS. This marking is 

applied with individual dies of different sizes.

George W. Witherell(Witherall) was from Galesburg, IL. He enlisted in 

the 77th Illinois Infantry on February 11, 1864. He was transferred into 

Company A on April 8 of that year, and on July 7, 1865 he was 

transferred to the 130th Illinois Infantry Regiment. The 77th Illinois was 

decimated on April 8th, 1864 at the Battle of Mansfield (also known as 

Sabine Crossroads), where they suffered 176 casualties, with only 125 

men remaining fit for duty after the battle. $1,500 $2,500

523

Colt Model 1860 Army 

Percussion Revolver

.44 caliber, 7.875" barrel, mixed serial numbers, frame No. 22217. Four-

screw, cut-for-shoulder stock. Grip strap and backstrap modern 

replacements. Gun refinished and appears to be assembled from a 

combination of period and modern parts. Needs mechanical attention. $400 $800

524

Model 1816 Musket 

Shortened to Musketoon

.70 caliber, 27.25" round barrel, browned finish. Walnut stock. 

Wickham contract US M-1822 (1816 Type II) National Armory brown 

musket, altered to percussion by the Belgian method. Marked WT 

Wickham on the lock, with PHILA and the date, 1825, behind the 

hammer, and matching 1825 date on tang. Shortened to musketoon 

configuration during the period of use, with rear band left in place and 

upper band moved back to new position and retained by a nail. Stock 

and barrel altered in a very professional, arsenal manner. Hammer very 

crude with a nearly flat neck, and a tall, un-checkered spur. The 

hammer profile and quality of the shortening suggests possible 

Confederate arsenal shortening. $700 $1,000
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525

Model 1816 Springfield 

Musket With Belgium 

Conversion

.69 caliber, 42" round barrel. Bright finish, walnut stock. Standard 

Springfield lock markings, dated 1826 with matching date on breech 

plug tang. Standard Springfield proof marks on barrel. Visible inspection 

cartoucheon flat, as well as a #2 re-inspection classification cartouche. 

Sling swivels present. Incorrect iron ramrod that is short. $600 $900

526

London Armoury Pattern 

1853 Enfield Rifled-

Musket

.577 caliber, 39" round barrel. Lock marked LA Co / 1862, with standard 

London commercial proofs at breech. 1862 dated London Armoury 

roundel on stock. J SMILESmark in wood behind triggerguard.Baddley 

patent barrel band in lower and middle position, Palmer band in upper. 

Sling swivels, rear sight and ramrod present. $700 $1,000

527

Model 1861  Contract 

Rifled-Musket By Savage

.58 caliber, 40" barrel, no S/N. Bright finish, walnut stock, three barrel 

bands. Savage marked lock, dated 1863, partiallyvisible 1863 date on 

breech. Correct rear sight, sling swivels, swelled shank ramrod. 

Inspector's cartouche on stock flat. $800 $1,200

528

Model 1842 Harpers Ferry 

Musket

.69 caliber, 42" round barrel. Nickel finish, walnut stock. Lock marked 

HARPERS/ FERRY / 1851 to the rear and with a spread-winged eagle / 

US forward of the hammer. Correct Harpers Ferry proof and inspection 

marks on barrel at breech. Three barrel bands, brass sight on front 

strap of upper band, sling swivels. Reverse of butt carved JMB.No 

ramrod. $500 $700

529 Percussion Pistol 

.429 bore diameter, 3.5" barrel, marked on the 

lockplateMantonLondon. Philadelphia-style checkered walnut stock 

with German silver furniture. Ramrod is a replacement. $500 $800

530

Brazilian Light Minie Rifle 

and Bayonet

Approximately .61 caliber, smoothbored, 32" barrel, lock marked with 

D/[Anchor]/C mark of OP Drissen, Liege. Known to collectors as the 

Brazilian Light Minie rifle, these Belgian made percussion rifles were a 

hybridbetween the P-1856 Enfieldand the French Light MinieRifle. They 

were purchased in some quantity by the US government during the 

Civil War, with most seeing service with "Western" Federal troops from 

Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois, etc. This one has the brass eagle on shield 

wrist escutcheon that is believed to indicate US purchase. Rifle is 

surcharged OHIO on the wrist as well. Complete with correct original 

S&K made and Drissen marked brass handled saber bayonet. Rifle 

missing rear sight, incorrect ramrod. $800 $1,200

531 Colt Third Model Dragon 

.44 caliber, 7.375" barrel, S/N 18932. Blued finish, brass trigger guard, 

grip strap and backstrap. Walnut grip. Frame cut for shoulder stock. 

Left-hand barrel address. Barrel dovetail cut for long range sight 

(missing). All visible numbers matching. $1,000 $1,500

532

Colt Model 1860 Army 

Revolver

.44 caliber, 7.875" barrel, S/N 116138 (mfg. 1863). Blued finish, brass 

trigger guard &grip strap, walnut grip. One line New York barrel 

address. All visible numbers match, wedge mismatched but original 

Colt wedge. Sub-inspected throughout. $800 $1,200
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533 Manhattan Navy Revolver

.36 caliber, 4.625" octagonal barrel, S/N 65892. Blued and case 

hardened finish, brass trigger guardand back strap, wood grip. Visible 

numbers match. $300 $500

534

Savage Arms Percussion 

Navy Revolver

.36 caliber, 7.125 octagonal barrel, S/N 1537. One of approximately 

20,000 of these unique, gas seal, ring cocking percussion revolvers 

produced circa 1861-1863, with slightly more than 11,000 being 

purchased by the US military during the Civil War. $650 $900

535 Spencer Model 1860 Rifle

.52 caliber (56-56 Spencer), 30" barrel, S/N 6536. Blued finish, walnut 

stock and forendsecured by three barrel bands. Standard three-line 

Spencer marking on top of receiver. Small "H" sub-inspection mark on 

left barrel flat at breech. Original rear sight, front sight/bayonet lug, 

correct magazine tube. Original sling swivels. Civil War period musket 

sling included, attached to the sling swivels. One of 11,470 Spencer 

rifles produced during the Civil War period, with the majority of the 

production being carbines. This early gun is in the serial number range 

of the 7th Indiana Volunteer Cavalry. $1,000 $2,000

536

Pattern 1853 Enfield Rifle 

Musket

.59 smoothbore, 36.25" round barrel secured by 3 barrel bands. Blued 

finish, walnut stock, brass furniture. Lock marked TOWER/1861 with 

crown mark at tail. Missing rear sight, sling swivels, incorrect front 

sight. Correct ramrod, shortened. $500 $700

537

Colt Model 1860 Army 

Revolver

.44 caliber, 8" barrel, S/N 135923 (mfg. 1863). All visible numbers 

match. Sub-inspector marks throughout, faint cartouches present on 

grips. $650 $900

538

Smith & Wesson 1st 

Model 2d Issue

.22RF, 3.25" octagonal barrel, S/N 19560 (mfg. 1861). Blued finish, 

silver-plated brass frame, rosewood grips. Matching serial number in 

grip, matching assembly number C5 on frame, barrel and cylinder. A 

very fine example of these popular Civil War era personal protection 

pistols, rarely found in such crisp condition. $500 $750

539

Model 1840 NCO Sword 

by Ames

32.25" straight blade with fuller, right ricasso marked "US / A.D.K. / 

1864" left with three-line Ames address. Brass hilt has a "D" guard, 

counter-guards and a faux wire-wrapped grip. Guard marked with 

inspector's initials "H.D.H." Complete with brass mounted leather 

scabbard. $300 $500

540

US Civil War Staff & Field 

Sword By Schuyler, 

Hartley & Graham

32.5" European import blade etched with a "U.S." and patriotic and 

floral motifs. Ricasso has retailer's mark "Schuyler, Hartley &Graham / 

New York." Spine etched "RUST PROOF." US hilt with pierced brass 

guard and pommel with floral pattern;shagreen-wrapped grip. $650 $1,200
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541

Cavalry Officer's Sword 

Identified to Major George 

Fuller

26.5" broken blade, 1" wideat ricasso with 24" wide central fuller and 

narrow 10" fuller along spine. Blade etched with floral scrolls, but 

unmarked. Three-branch guard cast with floral motifs with traces of 

gold gilt. Leather-wrapped grip, void of wire. 33" broken metal 

scabbard is blued with brass mounts and traces of gilt and similar floral 

motifs. Gilt brass hanging chain is attached to the upper mount. 

Scabbard is inscribed on the reverse between the throat and the upper 

mount:

Lee's Heights, Williamsburg, Gannetts Farm, GoldingsFarm, Savage 

Station, White Oak Swamp, Thoroughfare Gap, Antietam, 

Fredericksburg, Marye's Heights, Banks Ford, Brandy Station, 

Gettysburg, RappahanockStation, Locust Grove, Major George 6th ME 

Vols. $2,000 $4,000

542

US Navy Model 1852 

Identified Officer's Sword 

Manufactured by Ames

28.75" blade length, 19.5" fuller, 34.5" overall length. Right side of the 

blade just under the ricassomarked "AmesMfg. Co. Chicopee, Mass." 

Engraved on the pommel "Edgar K. Sellew." Etched blade with naval 

anchor, patrioticeagle, figure-8 knot and marked "USN." Brass knuckle 

bow and pommel with gilt finish. Shagreenhandle. Leather scabbard 

with brass mountings in gilt finish. Scabbard is marked "AmesMfg. Co. 

Chicopee, Mass." A file consisting of pension records regarding Edgar K. 

Sellewcomes with this sword. $700 $1,000

543 US Naval Cutlass

26" blade. Marked near the ricasso "USNDR 1862." in three lines. 1855 

leather frog with leather scabbard. $600 $900

544 Sailor's Bowie Knife

6.25" clip point blade and overall length of 10.5". No visible markings. 

Small guard with small round pommel. Wood grip. $200 $300

545

Naval Dirk with Eagle 

Head Pommel

Blade measures 8" through the curve and 12" overall length. Blade is 

etched, but indecipherable. Brass finial guard and eagle head pommel 

connected with chain. Bone handleand leather sheath. $400 $600

546

Naval Boarding Pike, Type 

III Civil War

Typical Naval boarding pike, Type III, with regulation 4-sided pike head 

and straight shaft. Total length of 80". $600 $1,000

547

Pattern 1860 Officer's 

Sword by Horstmann & 

Sons

32" blade, Leather and gilt wire-wrapped handle with a deluxe 

embossed pommel. Metal scabbard. Marked on the ricasso Horseman 

& Sons Philadelphia. $750 $1,000

548

US Model 1860 Naval 

Cutlas

26" blade, grooved wood handle with brass pommel and cupped guard. 

Marked on the ricassoAmesMfg Co, and on the reverse U.S.N. and 

dated 1862. No scabbard. $500 $700

549

Model 1860 Civil War 

Light Cavalry Sword By C. 

Roby

35" curved single-edged blade with 26" long, wide, stopped fuller. 

Ricasso marked US/1861/WM on obverse and C ROBY/ CHEMLSFORD 

/MASS on the reverse. Pommel cap inspected with an "M." Three-

branch brass guard, leather and twisted wire wrapped 14-groove wood 

grip, leather throat washer.Correct pattern scabbard. $400 $600
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550

Model 1860 Light Cavalry 

Sword by Roby

35" curved single edged blade with 27" long, wide, stopped fuller. 

Ricasso marked US/1865/ on obverse and C ROBY/ CHEMLSFORD 

/MASS on the reverse. Pommel cap inspected with an "M." Top of 

pommel cap marked 61 E. Three-branch brass guard; leather and 

twisted wire wrapped 14-groove wood grip. Incorrect Model 1906 

scabbard. $200 $400

551

Model 1860 Cavalry Sword 

By C.Roby

35" curved single edged blade with 26" long, wide, stopped fuller. 

Ricasso marked US/1865/AGM on obverse and C 

ROBY/CHEMLSFORD/MASS on the reverse. Pommel cap inspected with 

an "M." The Roman numerals LVI and XX are marked into the edges of 

the pommel cap. Three-branch brass guard; leather and twisted wire 

wrapped 14-groove wood grip. Incorrect Model 1906 scabbard. $300 $500

552

Model 1860 Cavalry Sword 

By Mansfield & Lamb

34.75" curved, single-edged blade with 26.25" long, wide stopped 

fuller. Ricasso marked US/JM/2/1864 on obverse and 

MANSFIELD/&/LAMB/FORESTDALE, R.I. in an oval on the reverse. 

Correct JM inspection on pommel cap. Three-branch brass guard, 12-

groove wood grip with leather and twisted wire wrap. Iron 

scabbardwith dual suspension rings and very faint inspection at drag. $400 $600

553

Confederate Dog River 

Cavalry Sword

36" curved single-edged blade with 26" long, wide, un-stopped fuller. 

Heavy cast 3-branch guard, 12-groove wooden grip, void of leather 

wrap and wire. Lap-seamed iron scabbard without throat, brass hanger 

mounts, iron suspension rings and no drag. $1,000 $2,000

554 Model 1840 Cavalry Sword

35" curved,unmarkedsingle-edged blade with 26" wide, stopped 

median fuller and narrow 16.5" fuller along spine. Brass three-branch 

guard with Phrygianhelmet pommel cap. Wood grip with leather wrap 

and 18 wraps of twisted wire. Iron scabbard with dual 1" iron 

suspension rings. $200 $300

555

USN Cartridge and Cap 

Boxes, Lot of 4

Lot of 4, including pistol cartridge box marked USN, and inside, Navy 

Yard NY 1861, with anchor; pistol cartridge box with box for extra 

cylinders, marked USN; cap box marked USNand inside marked, M.H. 

Hartzell, US Ordinance Dept. Sub Inspector; and pistol cartridge box 

marked USN, and inside Navy Yard NY 1860, with two anchors. $400 $600

556

US Navy Ditty Bag with 

Strap and Naval Button

The bag measures 8" by 9.25" with single Naval button closure. The 

button has an eagle with naval anchor in the talons and surrounded by 

stars. Leather bag with leather strap. $300 $500

557 1 Lbs Naval Chain Shot

Naval chain shot consisting of 2 iron balls connected by a chain. Used in 

lieu of cannon balls, these chain shots were fired by cannons to cause 

maximum destruction by tumbling through the air. Measures 8.5" in 

length b 1.5" in width. $500 $700

558 5.5 lbs Naval Shot Bar

Naval shot bars were designed to be fired from cannons, in lieu of 

standard cannon balls, causing maximum damage by tumbling end-

over-end. This example measures 14.5" in length by a width of 3" and 

weighs 5.5 lbs. $600 $1,000
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559 2.3 lbs Naval Shot Bar

Naval shot bars were designed to be fired from cannons, in lieu of 

standard cannon balls, causing maximum damage by tumbling end-

over-end. This example measures 11" in length by a width of 2.5" and 

weighs 2.3 lbs. $400 $600

560

Civil War Period US Naval 

Officer's Belt and Buckle

Civil War period US Naval officer's leather belt and buckle. Brass 2-

piece buckle with eagle and naval anchor in talons surrounded by 

wreath and stars. $200 $300

561 GAR Black  Slouch Hat Black felt body. Embroidered GAR hat emblem. $400 $600

562

Mexican Navy Officer's 

Dress Chapeau ca 1860

Black body with an ostrich feather. Embroideredstrap with naval 

anchorsand silver naval button. $400 $600

563

Artillery Uniform on 

Wooden Form

12-button US pattern enlisted artillery shell jacket. Dark blue wool 

construction with red grosgrain tape trim, burgundy satin lining in body 

and sleeves. 2.5" standing collar, functional cuffs, pillows at rear of 

coat. Mixed hand and machine sewn construction with hand-sewn 

buttonholes. Buttons with various back marks, 

primarilyHorstmannandScovill. $500 $750

564

Artillery Tar Buckets, Lot 

of Two

Lot of 2, including artillery tar bucket (no lid or chain), marked 

"Purchased Locally," bought from Gettysburg's "The Horse Soldier."

Complete artillery tar bucket. $200 $400

565

Collection of Civil War 

Artillery Implements, 

Tools, Fuses, & More $500 $700

566

8 Foot Rammer & Sponge 

for 12 Pounder Cannon Appears to be from Hickory. 8' long. $300 $500

567

Civil War Hotchkiss Shells 

Plus Shell Display Holder

2.5 Hotchkiss shells accompanied by shell display holder marked 

"Wilderness, VA." 3"X6.5". $100 $150

568

Artillery Uniform for 

Albany Burgesses Society, 

Plus Cartridge Box and 

Bayonet

Lot features artillery uniform for the "Albany BurgessesSociety," with 

buttons on uniform marked "Excelsior." Accompanied by belt and 

buckle, ca 1850s-1860, cartridge box marked 5F on canvas cross belt, 

musket bayonet and scabbard. $300 $500

569 GAR Slouch Hat

Black felt body, embroidered hat emblem with US15. !870's period gold 

hat cord. $300 $500

570

Dr. LeGear's Stock 

Remedies

Metal bridle with a funnel for pouring the liquid medicine in. Marked 

on the side Dr. LeGear'sStock Remedies St. Louis Mo. $200 $300

571

Eagle Pommel Officer's 

Saddle with Pad and 

Shabraque ca. 1830

Half Spanish saddle has a cast brass eagle head pommel horn, padded 

cantle has scrolled decorative stitching. Seat has a removable tooled 

leather cover the also services as a skirt. Seat under covered with blue 

stripes. Complete with embossed iron stirrups. Lot also includes a buff 

leather and linen saddle pad and a darkblue trimmed white wool 

shabraque, lined in linencanvas. The latter two items date later than 

the saddle, probably 1860 to 1880, as they show mostly machine 

stitching. $5,000 $7,000
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572 Wagon Saddle ca. 1850

Brown leather seat with long skirts, underside padded. Complete with 

iron stirrups. $200 $400

573

Civilian Half Spanish 

Saddle ca. 1850

Black padded trapunto quilted leather covered seat and high cantle, 

leather covered pommel horn and iron hardware. Harness leather 

covered skirts, stirrup straps and leather hooded wooden stirrups. 

Underside padded and lined in white linen. Complete with a woven 

web girth strap and russet brown crupper. The half-Spanish design 

originated in St. Louis and was popular in the Antebellum era.Like all 

southern civiliansaddles, these were oftenpressed into Confederate 

military service. This particular saddle is shown on page 59 of Knopp, 

Made in the C.S.A., Saddle Makers of the Confederacy. $2,000 $4,000

574

Model 1875 Morgan Army 

Wagon Saddle

Also known as the 1875 Teamster's saddle. Rawhide covered tree with 

wide Mexican "chorro"style saddle horn. Straps and short skirts of 

russet brown leather. Wide Texas-type stirrup straps with large 

wooden stirrups. A scarce regulation saddle. $1,000 $1,500

575 Tex-Mex Saddle ca. 1900

Black leather covered half-Mexican tree with very wide saddle horn. All 

edges hand-tooled, additional decorations in the form of brass 

conchos. The skirts and the right side of the back jockey are 

contemporary replacements tooled to match the original parts of the 

saddle. Complete with fenders, ironcinch rings,wide Texas-style stirrup 

straps and wooden stirrups with tooled leather hoods. $200 $400

576

Springfield Model 1879 

Trapdoor Carbine

45-70 caliber, 22" barrel, S/N 187421* [star follows the serial number]. 

Large V/P and eagle. Lockplate marked U.S Springfield with eagle. 

Breechblock dated 1873 U.S. Model. Carbine rear barrelsight. Krag 

cleaning rods in the trap. Walnut stock. Star indicates assembly by 

Springfield Arsenal to be issued to militia. $600 $800

577

Federal Navy Dahlgren, 24-

Pound Shot Shell from Ft. 

Jackson, Louisiana

Federal Navy Dahlgren24-lbs shot shell recovered at Ft. Jackson, 

Louisiana. Measures 9.63" in length and a diameter of 4.38". Fired from 

a 30-pounderDahlgrenrifle with a 4.4" caliber. $600 $1,000

578 Pommel Saddle Holsters 

12" holster bodies with flap covers. Spare ammunition pouches on face 

of holster. Appear to be for US M-1842 single-shot pistols. $400 $600

579

Confederate Tin Drum 

Canteen

5.75" diameter x 1.5" thick, tin dipped iron with slightly convex sides, 

dented in on one face. Has a matching tin spout and three sling loops. $600 $800

580

US 10 lb. Parrott Civil War 

Artillery Projectile 8.5" x 3", iron. Excavated example retaining part of the fuse base. $200 $300

581 Large Lot of Cannon Balls

2-1.75" diameter, 2" diameter, 2.5" diameter, 2.75" diameter, 3" 

diameter, 4." diameter, 5." diameter, 2-4.5" diameter, 2-4.5" diameter. $500 $1,000
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582 Kriegsmarine Holster 

<span style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 12px; 

text-align: justify;">Kriegsmarine holster and spare cylinder box for the 

Colt 1851 Navy. It features a heavy rolled throat reinforcement 

andcapper pouch on the lower body of the holster. Top of holster and 

box are embossed with large KM mark, however, no crowned 

numbered marks are present on the leather bodies of the holster or 

box. Includes brass capperwhich is unmarked as well. $700 $1,000

583

U.S. Springfield M. 1896 

Krag Bolt-Action Rifle

.30-40 caliber, 30" barrel, S/N 80548. The receiver is markedU.S. / 

Model 1896 Springfield Armory. The stock is fitted with the Model 

1896 rear sight, and features an 1895 inspector'sat the wrist. The 

leather sling is marked N. Dimick CO A 16R P.V. (I). This rifle was sent to 

Company M of the 10th U.S. Volunteer Infantry on Nov. 11, 1898, per 

the book Springfield Research Service Serial Numbers of Martial Arms. $500 $1,000

584

U.S. Springfield Model 

1884 Carbine

.45-70 caliber, 22" barrel, S/N341732. The barrel features aBuffington 

rear sight, and is marked with aVPover an eagle head, over aP. The 

breechblock is markedU.S. Model 1884. The lock is markedU.S. 

Springfieldwith an eagle motif. Walnut stock with single barrel band, 

saddle bar and ring andU.S.marked buttplate with full cleaning rod in 

the compartment. $600 $800

585

U.S. Springfield Model 

1884 Trapdoor Rifle

.45-70, 32.625" round barrel, S/N 388324. Blued finish, walnut military 

stock retained by two barrel bands. Breech block marked in three lines: 

US / MODEL / 1884, breech with V/P/ [EAGLEHEAD] /P proof marks, 

SWP/1890 cartouche at wrist. Lock with usual Springfield markings. 

Buffingtonrear sight, front sight/bayonet lug, slotted cleaning rod. $800 $1,200

586

Model 1879 Springfield 

Trapdoor Rifle

.45-70, 32 5/8" round barrel. Top of breech block marked 

US/MODEL/1884, with serial number 165583 on rear of receiver. 

Model 1879 serial number range with Model 1884 upgrades from 

refurbishment at Springfield. V/P/[eagle head] firing proof on barrel. $300 $500

587

Model 1866 Springfield 

Rifle

.50 Gov't, 36.625" barrel, no S/N. Bright finish, walnut stock, two barrel 

bands. Long range rear sight, front sight/bayonet lug, sling swivels. One 

of 25,000 2nd Allin conversions made up in 1866 from left over Civil 

War M-1863/64 muskets. $400 $600

588

Snider Enfield Mk III 

Carbine

.577 Enfield, 19" round barrel, S/N A200. Blued finish, brass mounts, 

walnut stock. Lock marked Enfield 1870. Butt trap with cleaning rods. $600 $900
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589

Model 1879 Springfield 

Trapdoor Rifle

.45-70, 32.625" round barrel, S/N 154412. Blued finish, walnut stock. 

Low arch breech block marked US/MODEL/1873lock with spread-

winged eagle and US/SPRINGFIELD. Three-click tumbler, 1879 pattern 

rear sight, smooth trigger, sling swivels and stacking swivel. Outline of 

illegible cartouche at wrist. Reverse buttstock markedGN 508, with an 

additionalsmaller508 stamped upside down, and a "W" carved as well. 

Obverse buttstockcarved "WP." Cleaning rod present. $300 $450

590

Remington Military 

Rolling Block Rifle

.50-70, 36" round barrel, New York State contract ca 1872. Blued / case 

hardened finish. Walnut stock secured by three barrel bands. Standard 

3-line Remington markings on tang, weak NY inspection cartouche in 

ribbon at wrist. Adjustable musket rear sight, replacedlarge blade front 

sight in dovetail. Sling swivels, steel cleaning rod. $300 $450

591

Model 1884 Springfield 

Trapdoor Rifle

.45-70, 32.625" barrel, S/N 386493. Blued finish, walnut stock, 

Buffington rear sight. No cleaning rod. $400 $600

592

Model 1884 Trapdoor 

Springfield Carbine

.45-70, 22" round barrel, S/N 380103. Breechblock marked 

US/MODEL/1873.Three-click tumbler, smooth trigger, trapdoor in butt. 

1884 pattern rifle rear sight. Correct barrel band. $600 $800

593

U.S. Model 1866 

Springfield Trapdoor Rifle

.50 Gov't., 36.5625" round barrel, no S/N. Bright finish, walnut stock 

secured by three barrel bands. Breech block marked with eagle head 

over 1866; additional eagle headat rear of receiver. Springfield lock 

dated 1864 at tail. Long range rear sight, front sight/bayonet lug, sling 

swivels. One of 25,000 US M-1863/64 rifle muskets altered to breech 

loading cartridge rifles by the "2nd Allin Conversion" method, circa 

1866. $600 $800

594

U.S Model 1884 

Springfield Trapdoor Rifle

.45-70, 32.5" barrel, S/N 475967. Blued and case hardened finish, 

walnut stock. Breechblock marked Model 1884, cartouche illegible. 

Three-click tumbler, Buffingtonrear sight, sling swivels, cleaning rod. 

Reproduction leather sling. $500 $750

595

Model 1884 Springfield 

Trapdoor Rifle

45-70 caliber, 32.5" barrel, S/N 350556. Buffington rear barrel sight. 

Stock cartoucheSWPover 1889 in a rectangular box. Walnut stock with 

two barrel bands. $500 $750

596

US Model 1887 Type II 

Hospital Corp Knife

12" tapered single-edged, spear point blade, 1.65" at widest point and 

1.40" at ricasso. 4.6875" hilt with 3.25" crossguard and turned wood 

grip with 8 grooves. Steel pommel cap. Etched panel on reverse of 

blade reads: HOSPITAL CORPS / U.S. ARMY. Panel measures 

approximately4.75" long, tapering from about .96" wide closer to the 

blade to about .92" closer to the hilt. Knife is accompanied by the 

correct Type II brass mounted leather scabbard that is appropriately 

marked ROCK ISLAND / ARSENAL with H.E.K. and W.T.G. inspection 

marks. $400 $600

597

Early American-Made 

Bowie Knife

7.5" clip point blade, engraved with Indian bust, and Indians on horses, 

tipis, variousIndian designs. Iron cross guard with an antler-style 

handle. Pommel cap made from early half dollar coin. $2,500 $3,500
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598

Bowie Knife With Antler 

Handle

10.25" single-edged, semi-clip point blade with 3" rudimentary false 

edge. 14.75" in overall length, 4.5" antler grip. Blade marked with 

crossed hammers over an anvil with the initials W P over WARD over 

CAST-STEEL. $400 $650

599

Bowie Knife With Stag 

Handle

9" spear point blade with long false edge, 13.25" overall length. Stag 

handle. $400 $600

600

Primitive Bowie Knife 

With Original Sheath

6.5" clip point blade with a 1.25" false edge, 11.25" overall length. Iron 

knuckle guard with a leather wrapped handle. Leather sheath with belt 

loops and marked with initials "P.K." $400 $600

601 Early Bowie Knife

9.25" straight back blade length, 14" overall length. No visible 

markings. Wood grips. $400 $600

602

Cutlery Handle Bowie 

Knife

6.5" single-edged clip point blade with 4.25" false edge. 4.5" cutlery 

style hilt with 2.25" oval guard. Reverse ricasso marked 

EDWARD/BARNES/&SONS. Reverse of blade etched with a spread-

winged eagle over Edward Barnes &Sons in a ribbon. Also with patriotic 

motifs and slogans. $500 $800

603

Contemporary Guardless 

Bowie Knife

7" single edges blade, 4.75" coffin hilt secured by two pins. Blade with 

spurious, crudely etched markings "BuenaVista Rifles" on one side and 

"Mississippi" on the other. $300 $500

604

General Orders Manuals, 

Four Hardbound Volumes

Includes 1871, 1874, 1877 and 1880 editions. Title page reads: General 

Orders, War Department, Adjutant General'sOffice. Printed in 

Washington at the Government Printing Office. One volume with 

attached bookplate of Captain Archibald W. Bull. $200 $400

605

Tooled Leather Slim Jim 

Holster

Tooled leather "Slim Jim," apparently for a Colt Navy revolver. Tooled 

with lovely floral motifs and border edge decorations. Single belt loop 

on the rear secured by large copper rivets and stitching. No toe plug. 

Seam re-stitched. $300 $500

606

Model 1876 .45-70 Prairie 

Belt

54 belt loops for .45-70 caliber cartridges. Marked Watervliet Arsenal 

on the leather tongue. $500 $700

607

Model 1881 Indian Scout's 

Dress Shako

Pattern 1890 dress helmet with proper red and white horsehair. Silver 

crossed arrows on the front of the eagle. Has a red and white hat cord. 

Missing the red and white cord. $1,000 $2,000

608

US Indian Wars Cartridge 

Boxes, Lot of Two

One McKeever cartridge made by Watervliet for .45-70 cartridges; 

early styleDyer pouch made by Watervliet Arsenal. $400 $600

609

U.S. Army 1881 Enlisted 

1st Artillery Dress Helmet Crossed cannons on the shield. Red horsehair and cords. $400 $600

610

U.S. Army Model 1881 1st 

Artillery Officer's Dress 

Helmet

Number"1" on the shield of an eagle, red horse hair, and cords. Gilt 

brass eagle and side buttons. Chinstrap. $300 $500

611

U.S. Army M1890 1st 

Infantry officers Spiked 

Helmet Large number "1" on the brass shield. Giltbrass leather chin strap. $300 $500

612

One Box of Franford 

Arsenal Revolver 

Cartridges 12 Revolver Ball Cartridges Calibre .45 FrankfordArsenal 1878. $200 $300
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613

Lot of Arsnal Cartridges 

and Empty FA Box

Soft brown wrapped RF cartridges for a carbine. One empty 

FrankfordArsenal pack, dated October 1873 Calibre 50. Twenty rounds 

of .50-70 Inside primed cartridges. One opened box of Spencer 

cartridges. $200 $400

614

Lot of Frankford Arsenal 

Cartridges and Two Packs 

of Cannon Fuses

Two sealed packs of FA cannon fuses, 15 and 5 seconds. One rare box 

of Manila Ordnance, 18 cartridges .45 caliber. One box of carbine 

reloading cartridges. One opened box of carbine cartridges. One empty 

orange box by United States Cartridge Company, .45 caliber. One box 

with no lid and 20 cartridges. $300 $500

615  U.S. Marked Saddle Bags Pattern 1904, embossed U.S. on the flaps. $200 $400

616 Pattern 1885 Canteen Canvas cover, leather sling. US marked on the canvas cover. $150 $300

617

1870 New York Artillery 

Shako

Black felt body, leather visor. White pom-pom. On the hat emblem is a 

"7" and it has artillery buttons on the side. $200 $400

618 Watering Bit $150 $250

619 Pattern 1885 Bridle Bridle and leather straps. $750 $1,000

620

U.S. Springfield  Model 

1896 Krag Rifle

.30-40 Krag, 30" round barrel, S/N 39880. Blued finish, military walnut 

stock with two barrel bands and bayonet lug. Receiver marked US / 

MODEL 1896 SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 39880. Stock with 1896 dated 

cartouche<span style="font-family: Verdana; font-size: 

11.333333015441895px;">and circle-P firing proof behind trigger 

guard. Adjustable rear sight, sling swivels. Trapdoor in butt; void of 

cleaning implements. $800 $1,200

621

Krag Model 1894 Updated 

to 1896 Rifle

.30-40 caliber, 30" barrel length, S/N 12087. Markings on the left side 

of the receiver "U.S." over "Springfield Armory" dated 1894. There are 

2 firingproofs marked behind the trigger guard. Blue finish with walnut 

stock and hand guard. $500 $700

622

**Model 1899 Springfield 

Krag Carbine

.30-40 Krag, 22" barrel, S/N 281708. Blued finish, walnut stock. 

Receiver marked Model 1899. Correct "C" marked carbine rear sight, 

trapdoor in butt with cleaning rods and oiler. Stock with 1900 

cartouche. $600 $900

623

**U.S. Model 1899 

Springfield Krag Rifle

.30-40 Krag, 30" barrel, S/N 174049. Blued finish, walnut stock. 

Receivermarked Model 1898. Stock with1899 dated cartoucheand P 

firing proof at wrist behind trigger guard. 1905-style leather sling. $500 $750

624 Model 1904 Saddle

12" seat, stirrup hoods and stirrup straps. Complete bridle bit and 

reins, hair cinch. $300 $500

625

Pattern 1895 Infantry 

Officer's Uniform

Dark blue sergecolor with black braid around the coat. Infantry 

bluecolored Captain shoulder straps. Pants with light blue straps down 

each outside pants leg. $500 $1,000

626

**Argentine Colt 1911 

Pistol

11.25mm caliber, 5" barrel length, S/N 97348 (matching). Markings on 

the left side of the frame "DGFM- (FMAP)." Right side of the frame 

marked in single line with caliber markings. Blue finish with dark walnut 

grips with silver medallion. $700 $900

627

**U.S. Remington Model 

1903 Rifle

30-06 caliber, 24" barrel, S/N 3317637. Barrel dated RA 12-42, two-bolt 

stock. Parkerized finish. $500 $600
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628

**U.S. Springfield Model 

1903 Rifle

.30-06 caliber, 24" round barrel, S/N 582159. Blued finish, walnut 

military stock. Barrel dated 7-14, clear JFC cartouche at wrist, circle-P 

firing proof behind trigger guard. Serrated trigger, checkered 

buttplatewith trap (void of cleaning kit), 2-bolt stock. Sling swivels, 

adjustable rear sight and hooded front sight. Original sling dated 1918. $500 $700

629

**Birtish Enfield Rifle U.S. 

Marked 

.303 caliber, 25.5" barrel length, S/N 33C7758 (bolt and receiver 

match). Markings on the receiver with an import mark and "US 

Property." Left side of the receiver marked "No.4 MKI." Band through 

the wrist marked with serial number and dated 1942. Walnut stock and 

handguard with Parkerized finish. $400 $600

630 *Mauser Model 98 Rifle

8mm caliber, 24" round barrel, S/N 4025. All numbers match except 

the bolt. With electro-pencil markings, and front band with 8006. "X" 

marked receiver; also marked duvand "41." Laminatedstock with 

leather sling. $400 $600

631 Webley Flare Pistol

1" bore, 6" barrel with muzzle flare extension, S/N 17419. Brass 

construction, wood grips. Single action, top break WWIera British 

military signal pistol. Marked WOLSELEY1918 on left side of frame, 

along with British proof marks. Sold out of service opposed Broad 

Arrows on backstrap. $200 $300

632

* Colt 1917 Revolver and 

Holster

.45 ACP, 5.375" barrel, S/N 114186. Blued finish, walnut grips. With 

1917 pattern holster. $600 $800

633

Webley and Scott Flare 

Gun

1" bore, 5.5" barrel with flared extension, S/N 71697. Brass frame and 

barrel, wood grips. British military inspection and proof marks. $200 $400

634 * Colt 45 Model 1911

.45 caliber, 5" barrel length, S/N 246553. Left side of the slide action 

marked in 2 lines with patent dates next to 2-line Colt Hartford 

address. Left side of the frame marked "United States Property." Right 

side of the slide action marked "Model of 1911 U.S. Army." Ordnance 

proof mark next to trigger guard. Arsenal refinish. Parkerized finish 

with checkered walnut grips. $800 $1,200

635

**Webley Mark II 

Revolver

.455(altered to .45ACP), 4" octagonal barrel, S/N 43232. Blued finish, 

checkered hard rubber grips. Cylinder has been shortened at the rear 

to accept moon clips to fire .45 ACPammunition. $300 $500

636

**Colt Model 1917 Army 

Revolver

.45ACP, 5.5" barrel, S/N 143869 (mfg. 1918). Blued finish, walnut grips. 

Standard US Property barrel mark, as well as usual Colt address and 

caliber mark. Ordnance wheel inspection on upper right rear of frame. $300 $500

637

**Mauser Gewehr 98 by 

DWM

8mm Mauser, 30.125" barrel, S/N 2406 Z. Blued finish, walnut stock. 

Receiver dated 1916, matching serial numbers. Cleaning rod, missing 

lower sling swivel. Leather sling included. $500 $750
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638

**Model 1917 Winchester 

Rifle

.30-06, 27" barrel, S/N 218913. Blued finish, walnut stock.Winchester 

barrel dated 3-18, Winchester receiver and bolt. Finger-groove stock 

marked 3C at pistol grip without circle P firing proof. Includes tattered 

leather sling. $350 $500

639

Argentine Model 1891 

Bolt Action Rifle

7.65 mm caliber, 29.13" barrel, S/N H4126. Blue finish, walnut stock 

andhandguard. Argentine coat of arms on the receiver. $300 $500

640

Three Socket Bayonets 

and One British Enfield 

Bayonet

Lot includes four bayonets:

1) US M-1816 Replacement Socket Bayonet (no scabbard),

2) US M-1816 Socket Bayonet (no scabbard),

3) Russian M-1891/30 Socket Bayonet (no scabbard),

4) Pattern 1907 EnfieldBayonet by Wilkinson in scabbard with web 

frog. $400 $600

641

US M-1904 Hospital Corps 

Bolo

12" round tipped, single-edged bolo style blade, 17.25" overall. Blade 

marked US / 12674 on obverse at ricasso and SA / Flaming Bomb / 

1910 on reverse. Grooved wood grip with brass rivets, S-shaped brass 

guard. Rock Island 1912 marked leather scabbard with 1905 hanger. 

Approximately40,000 of these hospital corps knives were produced at 

Springfield Arsenal between 1904 and 1914. $400 $600

642

**British Enfield No.4 

MK2(F) Bolt Action

.303 British caliber, 25" barrel, S/NPF154843. Matching serial 

numbers.Left of receiver marked.303 British / United Kingdom / IAC 

Alex-VA,along with a Naval cross and the model and serial number. The 

walnut stock is marked with British proof marks, and includes a canvas 

sling. $200 $400

643

**Austrian Mannlicher 

Model 95/34 Bolt Action 

Rifle

8x56mmR caliber, 19.5" barrel, S/N1536U. Forward of the receiver ring 

is stamped with anH ,along withSteyrM.95.Walnut stock with leather 

sling. $200 $300

644

**British Enfield No.4 MKI 

Bolt-Action Rifle

.303 British caliber, 25" barrel, S/N58L9943. The receiver ringis 

markedEnglandand features several proof marks, with the side marked 

with the serial number, model andLong Branch1943 with a naval cross. 

The walnut stock includes a canvas sling, with the number "25" painted 

on the right side of the butt. $200 $400

645

**British Enfield No.4 MKI 

Bolt Action Rifle by Savage

.303 British caliber, 25" barrel, S/N41C8357. The receiver has an 

ordnance mark, and is markedU.S. Property. The wrist is marked with 

the serial number overSand dated 1943. Walnut stock painted16on the 

butt, and with canvas sling. $250 $400

646

**U.S. Springfield M1 

Garand Rifle

.30-06 caliber, 24" barrel, S/N750966. Barrel marked S-A-3-42,and 

stamped with anS. Breech marked D28287-19SA / 0-14A. Rear of 

receiver with typical Springfield markings. Stock with lightSA/ 

C.A.W.cartouche, firing proof and canvas sling. $700 $1,000

647

**British No. 1 MKIII 

Dated 1942

.303 British caliber, 25" barrel, S/N 12509. Matching numbers 

throughout. The receiver ring is marked with British proofs. The right of 

the wrist is marked with a British proof over Enfield / 1942 / SMLE / III. 

Walnut stock with brass buttplate and canvas sling. $200 $400
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648

**U.S. M1 Carbine by 

Underwood

.30 caliber, 18" barrel length, S/N 2855299. Top of the receiver marked 

"US Carbine" over caliber markings. The back of the receiver is marked 

"Underwood" over serial number. Top of the barrel marked 

"Underwood." Walnut stock with Parkerizedfinish. Crossed cannon 

ordnance marking on the right side of the buttstock. Green military 

shoulder sling. Korean War-style bayonet lug attached to the barrel. $700 $900

649

**Italian Carcano Carbine 

With Folding Bayonet

6.5mm, 18.5" barrel, S/N U9338. Blued finish, walnut stock. Folding 

bayonet. $200 $300

650

*World War II 

Commemorative 

Browning Hi-Power

9mm, 4.656" barrel, S/N 245NX85406. Gold-plated finish, checkered 

walnut grips with WWIIvictory medallion. In American Historical 

Foundation limited edition glass-topped wood display case with spare 

magazine, cleaning rod and key. $800 $1,200

651

**Russian Mosin Nagant 

Sniping Rifle

7.62x54R, 29.5" round barrel, S/N PA 5556. Blued finish, European 

hardwood stock. Imported by SAMCO and so marked at the muzzle. 

Mismatched bolt, buttplate and magazine. Chamber with Arsenal mark 

and 1944 date.Scope mount and 91/30 marked scope with "German" 

reticle. Scope marked with hammer &sickle and No 5-150311; with 

leather lens covers and fabricscope cover. $650 $1,000

652

* Smith and Wesson 

Revolver and Holster

.38 Special, 5" barrel, S/N 579828. Blued finish, case hardened trigger 

and hammer, walnut grips. Right side of frame is import marked under 

cylinder. Includes a black leather holster. $300 $500

653 **Unique Court 9 Pistol

7.65mm, 3" barrel, S/N 39236. Blued finish, plastic grip panels. Frame 

with Nazi inspection WaA257 below serial number. Single magazine. $300 $500

654 **Model 98 Mauser Rifle

8mm Mauser, 24.625" barrel, S/N 5692d. Blued finish, laminated stock. 

Mausermanufactured,byf 44 marked receiver, mismatched bolt. 

Original sling; cleaning rod is present. $300 $500

655 **British Enfield Mk 4

.303 British, 25.25" barrel, S/N M 16464. Blued finish, hardwood stock. 

Import marked at muzzle. Receiver, bolt and stock match, magazine 

mismatched. With leather sling. $200 $400

656

US WWII USN 1903 

Bayonet

16" blade, wooden handle, S/N 1123633. SA 1920 dated with 

USNMKIscabbard. $200 $300

657

1st Battalion Ranger Knife, 

Large Variant

9.25 in. long clip point blade with 2.75 in. false edge, 14.25 in. in overall 

length with cast brass knuckle knife hilt, and teeth or cogs cast into the 

guard. $750 $1,200

658

1st Battalion Ranger Knife, 

Small Variant

6.31 in. long clip point blade with 2.5 in. false edge, 10.25 in. in overall 

length with cast brass knuckle knife hilt, with teeth or cogs cast into the 

guard.

This is the much scarcer "small" variant of the "1st Battalion Ranger" 

fighting knife, which appears on the market much less frequently than 

its larger cousin (See also Lot 267). $1,000 $1,500
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659

WW II Japanese Officer's 

Sword 

30.75" slightly curved hatchet-tip blade with wavy temper line along 

edge and narrow 28.5" fuller along spine. 5" gilt brass hilt with 

chrysanthemum on grip. Guard with floral motifs and single knuckle 

bow. Swelled horn grip with wire wrap. Metal scabbard with single 

suspension ring and most of the nickel finish. $200 $400

660 Japanese Officer's Sword

32.5" slightly curved hatchet-tip blade with wavy temper line along 

edge and narrow 30" fuller along spine. 4.75" gilt brass hilt with 

chrysanthemumon grip. Guard with floral motifs and single knuckle 

bow. Swelled horn grip with wire wrap. Metal scabbard with single 

suspension ring and traces of nickel finish. $200 $400

661 SA Dagger by Emil Voos

8.625" spear point blade etched with the SA motto:  Everything for 

Germany Reverse marked withRZMlogo and code M 7/2. Pear wood 

grip, aluminum mounts with Nazi eagle and swastikain grip. No group 

mark on reverse of cross guard. Painted scabbard with leather hanger 

and frog. $500 $700

662 NSKK Dagger

8.625" spear point blade etched with the SA / NSKK motto: Alles fur 

Deutschland (Everything for Germany). Reverse marked with a Tiger 

logo over TIGER / SOLINGEN. Pear wood grip, nickel silver mounts with 

Nazi eagle and swastika in grip. "S" group mark on reverse of 

crossguard. Pre-RZM production, scabbard with black textured paint. $300 $500

663 SA Dagger by Eickhorn

8.5625" spear point blade etched with theSAmotto:Alles fur 

Deutschland(Everything for Germany)Reverse marked with Carl 

Eickhorn- Solingenmark surrounding a squirrel. Pear wood grip, nickel 

silver mounts with Nazi eagle and swastikain grip. Wf group mark on 

reverse of cross guard. Pre-RZM production, with correctly anodized 

scabbard. $400 $600

664 SS Dagger

8.625" spear point blade etched with the SS motto: Meine Ehre 

hei&szlig;t Treue (My honor is loyalty). Black wood grip, nickel silver 

mounts with Nazi eagle and swastika in grip and SS runes. III group 

mark on reverse of cross guard. Black painted scabbard with chained 

mounts without maker's mark. $800 $1,200

665 Chained SS Dagger

8.625" spear point blade etched with the SS motto: Meine Ehre 

hei&szlig;t Treue (My honor is loyalty). Reverse marked with Robert 

Klaas - Solingen Black wood grip, nickel silver mounts with Nazi eagle 

and swastika in grip. III group mark on reverse of cross guard. Black 

painted scabbard with chained mounts without maker's mark. $1,500 $2,500

666 SS Dagger by Eickhron

8.625" spear point blade etched with the SS motto:  Meine Ehre 

hei&szlig;t Treue (My honor is loyalty). Reverse marked with Carl 

Eickhorn - Solingen around their squirrel logo. Black wood grip, nickel 

silver mounts with Nazi eagle and swastika in grip with SS runes. I group 

mark on reverse of cross guard. Black painted scabbard with leather 

frog and hanger. $800 $1,200
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667 German Dress Bayonet

9.875" spear point blade, S/N 2395. Bakelite grips with SS runes in 

obverse grip, Blued finish. P WEYERSERGmarked on reverse ricasso. 

Matching numbered scabbard. Black frog with aluminum rivet 

reinforcements maker marked by St. Orthey and dated 1939. Frog with 

SS unit markings as well. $600 $800

668 Group of German Medals

Lot consists of Iron cross, Tank Assault badge, Anti-partisan badge, 

Ranger badge and SS collartabs. $500 $700

669 **H&R M-1 garand Rifle

.30-06, 24" barrel, S/N 5790204. Parkerized finish, walnut stock. Throat 

and muzzle bore measure 1. Stock with no cartouches. Combination 

tool in butt trap. Reproduction leather sling. $600 $900

670

German WWII Gravity 

Knife, Insignia and Buckle

Lot consists of Gravity Knife, German boot knife, Paratrooper badges, 

LuftwaffeBuckle &breast eagle, Africa Corps cuff banner. $500 $1,000

671

**Federal Ordnance M14A 

Rifle

7.62mm, 24" round barrel (including the flash hider), S/N C-0424. 

Parkerized finish, walnut stock with composite handguard. Detachable 

box magazine, adjustable peep battle sight, flip up metal buttplate. 

Former US military M14 rifles, altered to semi-auto by Federal 

Ordnance for civilian sale. $600 $900

672 **Chinese Copy SKS

7.62 X 39 caliber, 20.5" barrel. Blue finish with wood stock. All numbers 

match. Made by Norincoin China. $200 $400

673 *Chinasports SKS Rifle

7.62x39mm, 20" barrel, S/N A7-1717004. Blued finish, hardwood stock. 

Norinco SKS rifle. Imported by China Sports. In original shipping box 

with accessories including folding spike bayonet, bandolier, oiler, etc. $300 $500

674 *K-Sports SKS Rifle

7.62x39mm, 20" barrel, S/N 0132-7007494. Blued finish, hardwood 

stock. Norincomanufactured SKS rifle. Imported by K-Sports. In original 

shipping box with accessories including folding spike bayonet, 

sling,bandolier, oiler, etc. $400 $600

675 *China Sports SKS Rifle

7.62x39mm, 20" barrel, S/N A2-1601792. Blued finish, hardwood stock. 

Norinco manufactured rifle. Imported by China Sports. In original 

shipping box with accessories including folding spike bayonet, 

bandolier oiler, etc. $400 $600

676

Ottoman Empire Miquelet 

Flintlock Pistol with 

Elaborate Brasswork

.65 smooth bore, 13.25" round barrel with flats at breech, and loose 

engraving on top of barrel. Miqueletlock with grooved frizzen. Brass 

mounted stock with raised carved patterns. $1,000 $1,500

677

Flintlock Blunderbuss 

Pistol

1.5" bore diameter, 11.25" octagonal-to-flared round barrel, Top of 

barrel deeplychiseledwith silver overlay. Raised carved stock with silver 

wire inlay. $400 $600

678

Spanish Automatic Pistol 

Model 1914

7.65mm, 3.25" barrel, S/N 27200. Blued finish, checkered wood grips. 

Single magazine. $200 $400

679

British Pattern 1844 

Yeomanry Carbine

.65 caliber, 20" barrel, no S/N. Bright finish, case hardened lock, brass 

furniture. walnut stock. Lock marked with the English crown over VR 

over TOWER 1844. Breech with British military proof marks. Swivel 

ramrod, sling bar with ring, small sling swivel in trigger guardbow. Stock 

with BO-[Broad Arrow] mark, inspections and W Scott maker's mark. $500 $800
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680

**Ortgies Pocket 

Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2.75" barrel, S/N 58757. Blued finish, wood grips with 

DeutscheWerke"D" medallions. [Crown]/N proved. No magazine. $200 $400

681 Nepal Snider-Enfield Rifle

.577 caliber, 36.75" barrel. The receiver ring, tang, buttplate and barrel 

bands are marked with Nepalesemarkings. The lock is unmarked. 

Walnut stock with contemporary leather sling. $300 $500

682

Percussion Three-Barrel 

Trap Gun by Geo. Smith

.36 caliber, 2.75&rdquo; barrels, 8.5&rdquo; overall. Maker marked 

Geo. Smith and Patent dated June 11, 1861. Cast iron with aswivel cast 

iron attaching mechanism at the rear of trap for securing to a tree, 

fence post orother anchoring device. $500 $700

683 Mauser Model 1891 Rifle

7.65x53mm Argentine caliber, 30" barrel, S/N A9446 on receiver, barrel 

and bolt. S/N F9965 on stock. The receiver is marked Mauser Modelo 

Argentino 1891 / Manufactura Loewe Berlin. Several other proof marks 

appear on the barrel, receiver, bolt magazine floorplate and stock. $200 $400

684

**Russian Model 91/30 

Mosin Nagant Rifle

7.62x54mmR caliber. 30" barrel. S/N YA1536 matching throughout. 

Date 1939 above Izhevskmarking. Walnut stock and cleaning rod. $200 $300

685

**Springfield Model 1903 

Rifle

.30-06 caliber. 24" barrel. S/N 52805. Barrel marked S.A. over a flaming 

bomb and "05." Cartouchemarkings RIAover FK and RA-P on stock. 

Receiver marked U.S. Springfield Armory model 1903. Walnut stock. $500 $800

686 Balkan Flintlock Pistol

.63 caliber, 12.25" octagonal-to-round barrel. Bright finish, brass stock 

and barrel wrap, ball butt. Classic Balkan / Greek pattern 

miqueletpistol. Flat lock with maker's mark. Flat swan neck cock with 

squared off, grooved frizzen. Brass stock with chiseledpatterns, false 

ramrod. Barrel engraved with simple patterns and with three maker's 

touch marks. $400 $600

687 Lot of Three Pistols

1): Baby Hammerlessby AcierFondu. 5mm, 1.8125" barrel, folding 

trigger, double action, bright finish, wood grips. Good, mottled oxidized 

finish, appears functional.

2): Double-action folding trigger revolver. Approx. 7mm, 3.125" 

octagonal barrel, German proofs, nickel finish, relief carved wood grips. 

Good, retains some nickel with mottled oxidation present. Appears 

functional.

3): Contemporary double-barrel percussion pistol by CMC. .36 caliber, 

3.125" barrels, S/N 8260S. Brass frame and barrels, faux mother-of-

pearl grips. Very Good. Brass with nice patina. Grips very good. 

Mechanically functional. $200 $400

688 German Pellet Rifle

4.5 caliber, 32" barrel length, S/N 120830254. Top of the barrel marked 

"Sportsman RS2 Series." Left side of the stock marked "Beeman." Blue 

finish with walnut pistol grip stock. Rubber recoil pad. $200 $300

689 Japanese Matchlock Rifle

37.5" tapered octagonal barrel, with a tulip muzzle. Blade front sight, 

rear barrel notched rear sight. Top of barrel inlaid with gold designs. 

Brass matchlock. Brass inlays in stock. Wood stock. $1,000 $1,500
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690

British Ketland Conversion 

Half-stock Fowler

.69caliber, 34" octagonal-to-round barrel. Walnut stock with checkered 

wrist. Ketland lock with an Adams surcharge for conversion to 

percussion. $500 $700

691

**German K-98 Sporter 

Bolt-Action Rifle

8mm Mauser caliber, 24" barrel, S/N 6226 C. Checkered walnut stock, 

Tasco scope. Jeweled bolt. $300 $500

692

Early French Side-by-Side 

Percussion Shotgun

.580 bore diameters, 32" barrels with sighting groove on the tang and 

front small blade sight. Early rounded style locks. Iron buttplate, iron 

trigger guard with acorn finial. Walnut stock with raised carving around 

the lock andtrigger guard. Early fluted comb stock with original purple 

velvet cover on the comb of the stock. This is an early style conversion 

using the flint hammers and adding percussion nipples on the top of 

the barrels. $1,000 $1,500

693

Over/Under Percussion 

Rifle

.36 caliber, 34" octagonal barrels, unmarked.Engraved back-action 

percussion locks, oval patchbox, brassfurniture, double set triggers. 

Buckhorn rear barrel sight with a blade front sight. $700 $1,000

694 German Air Rifle

25 caliber, 31" flared octagonal barrel. Jaeger-style rifle with extra thick 

butt for the air reservoir. Checkered stock with cheek piece, with horn 

tip. Rear barrel sight with finial, blade front sight. Brass furniture. $1,000 $1,500

695

French Single Shot 

Percussion Pistol

.560 bore diameter, 8.5" octagonal barrel, flared at the muzzle with 

multi-groove rifling. Forward-action percussion lock, single set trigger. 

Iron mounted with checkered walnut stock. $600 $900

696

German Schutzen Flobert 

System Parlor Gun

5mm Flobert, 27.5" octagonal barrel, no S/N. Browned finish, 

checkered walnut stock with raised cheek rest and smooth Schnabel 

forend. Barrel marked J STRASSBERGERIN TRAUNSTEIN. Double set 

triggers, mount for peep sight on wrist. $400 $600

697

**Kassner Imports 

Spanish Double Barrel 

Shotgun

20ga., 26" barrels, S/N 79023. Checkered walnut stock. Roll engraved 

receiver. $150 $250

698

*Beretta Model 92FS 

Pistol

9mm caliber, 5" barrel length, S/N BER203584. Left side of the slide 

action marked "Beretta U.S.A. Corp." Left side of the frame marked 

with serial number. Right side of the slide action marked "Mod. 92FS - 

Cal. 9mm Parabellum-Patented." Stainless finish with black rubber 

grips. Grips have Beretta logo in the middle on each side. Comes with 

extra 15-rd. magazine and in Beretta shell case. $400 $600

699

*Beretta M9 Limited 

Edition Package

9mm caliber, 5" barrel length, S/N M9-2637. Left side of the slide 

action marked "U.S. 9mm M-9 Beretta U.S.A." Right side of the slide 

action marked "ASSY 9346487-65490." Right side of the frame marked 

"U.S. 9mm M-9 Beretta U.S.A." Blue finish with black checkered grips. 

Grips have Beretta logo in the middle of each side. Comes in original 

box with a Certificate of Authenticity from Beretta. In the box is a 

M1015 pistol belt, M12 pistol holster and a M1025 magazine pouch. $600 $800
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700

Belgian Percussion 

Shotgun

10 gauge, 30" barrel length, no S/N. Marking on top of the barrel "Fine 

Twist." Engraved upper tang, forward percussion locks, hammers and 

trigger guard. Walnut stock with checkered wrist and Damascus 

barrels. Iron furniture and double set triggers. $200 $400

701

Belgian Percussion 

Shotgun

12 gauge, 30" barrel length, no S/N. No visible markings on the barrels. 

Stock at the upper tang is stamped with a "Z." Proof marks on the left 

barrel. Iron furniture with walnut stock. Damascus barrels and double 

set triggers. Comes with ramrod. $200 $400

702

English Percussion Rifle By 

T. Barnds & Co

.70 smoothbore, 30" octagonal barrel withunder-lug. Browned finish, 

walnut singled wedge, half-stock with iron mounts, checkered at wrist. 

Dovetail cut for rear sight, sight missing. Top of barrel engraved T 

Barnds &Co London. Silver bands at breech. Back-action percussion 

lock with sliding safety. Ebony tipped wooden rammer. $650 $900

703 Flobert Parlor Rifle

5mm, 22.5" octagonal barrel. Blued finish, checkered pistol-gripped 

walnut stock. $100 $200

704 F. Pietta Colt 1851 Navy

.36 caliber black powder only, 7.5" octagonal barrel length, S/N 

531504. Left side of barrel marked "Black Powder Only .36 Cal." Right 

side of the barrel marked "F. LLipietta- Made in Italy." Naval battle 

cylinder scene. Blue finish on the barrel and cylinder. Case colored 

lever, frame, hammer and trigger. Brass back strap and trigger guard. 

Varnished walnut grips. $200 $400

705 Belgian-Made Cape Gun

12ga full / .45 caliber (? cartridge), 29" round barrels, S/N 2444. 

Browned finish, hardwood stock and forend. Unmarked rebounding 

hammer cape gun with extractors and Belgian proofs. Tangent rear 

sight, windage adjustable rear sight. Iron mountings. $500 $750

706

English Percussion 

Military Rifle

.71 smoothbore, 30" round barrel, no S/N. Browned finish, brass 

furniture, walnut stock. Gun appears to have started life as a 2nd 

Pattern Brunswick rifle, now altered to sporting configuration. Retains 

Brunswick-style patchbox and pistol-gripped trigger guard. Barrel with 

British military proofs, lock with illegible London maker mark. $200 $400

707

*J.G,Anchutz Rifle With 

Leupold Scope

.22LR, 24" round barrel, S/N 1453443. Blued finish, checkered walnut 

pistol-gripped stock with raised comb cheek piece and checkered 

walnut schanbelforend. Bolt action with removable box magazine. 

Checkered hard rubber buttstock. Original factory sights as well as 

LeupoldVari-X II 3-9 adjustable scope with Michael's of Oregon rubber 

covers. $750 $1,000

708

Martini Rifle Middle 

Eastern Contract

577/450 caliber, 33.25" round barrel. Dated on the left side of frame 

1884. Two barrel bands, walnut stock and forend. $150 $200

709

**Browning Challenger 

Pistol

.22LR, 4.5" barrel, S/N 80609P7. Blued finish, checkered plastic grips. 

Belgian made and proved. Adjustable rear sight, single magazine 

marked .22 L.R. Browning. $300 $500
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710 **Ortgies Pistol

7.65mm (.32 ACP), 3.5" barrel, S/N 149360. Blued finish, wood grips. 

[Crown]/N proof marks. Includes a single 7.65mm marked magazine. $200 $400

711

**Beretta Model 950 

Pistol

.22LR, 3.75" barrel, S/N 56269CC. Blued finish, checkered plastic grips 

with Beretta medallions. Single action, tip down pistol. Single magazine 

included. $100 $200

712 *FIE Model E15 Revolver

.22 LR caliber, 4.75" barrel length, S/N TG02238. Left side of the barrel 

marked in 2 lines with maker and caliber. Left side of frame marked 

"F.I.E. Miami, FLA." Right side of the barrel marked with import 

markings. Six-shotfluted cylinder marked ".22 Mag." Gold-plated finish 

with walnut grips. $200 $300

713

W. Pritchard & Son 

Percussion Fowler

12 gauge, 29" barrel. Barrel with single grooved rib and bead front 

sight. The lock is faintly markedW. Pritchard&Son,and features 

engraved scrolls. Scrollwork also appears on the upper tang, hammer, 

trigger guardand buttplate finial. The half stock features a German 

silver forend cap, checkering at the wrist and a German silver inlaid 

square on the underside of the butt. With wooden rammer. $400 $600

714

Erma 22 Conversion Kit 

For 98 Mauser Rifle .22 caliber, S/N 519. Insert and bolt, two magazines and floor plate. $500 $1,000

715 Sundial Cannon

Mounted on round brass stand with compass. 3" in diameter. This is a 

late 19th or early 20th century copy. $500 $1,000

716 H. Pieper Single-Shot Rifle

.32 caliber, 28.5" octagonal-to-round barrel length, no S/N. Top of the 

barrel marked "H. PieperBelgium." Belgian proof marks on the left side 

of the barrel are slightly visible. Blue finish on the metal surfaces with a 

walnut stock and leather sling. $200 $400

717

*Spanish Double Action 

Revolver by Orbeay & Cia .38 Largo, 5.75" barrel, S/N 6799. Blued finish, checkered walnut grips. $300 $500

718

** JP Sauer & Sohn .22 

Caliber Texas Marshall 

Revolver and Holster

.22LR, 5.375", S/N 2508812. Nickel finish, wood grips. Includes crude, 

handmade soft leather holster. $200 $400

719 **Unique Pistol

7.65mm, 3" barrel, S/N 104090. Blued finish, plastic grips. Single 

magazine. $200 $300

720

**Beretta Model 1934 

Pistol

.380 ACP, 3.25" barrel, S/N 600957. Blued finish, plastic grips. Single 

magazine. $200 $300

721

**Goisasula Bros & 

Company Revolver .38 Long, 5.75" barrel, S/N 25088. Blued finish, checkered wood grips. $100 $200

722

*Tanfoglio TA76 Single 

Action Revolver

.22LR, 4.625" barrel, S/N A38053. Blued finish, plastic grips. Italian copy 

of a Colt Frontier Scout. $100 $200

723

**French Manurhin P-38 

Pistol 

9mm, 4.875" barrel, S/N 224077. Blued finish, checkered plastic grips, 

single magazine. $600 $900
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724

Double-Barrel Hammer 

Shotgun by Wilmot Gun 

Co.

12 gauge (modified&cylinder), 28" round barrels, S/N 21. Blued finish, 

carved stock. Locks marked Wilmot Gun Co. Belgian proof marks under 

barrels, rib marked BELGIAN ROYAL DAMASCUS and left barrel marked 

CHOKED BORE. Assembly / serial number 21 throughout on most 

components. Stock decoratively carved with floral motifs and a stag's 

head along the toe line. Metal buttplate installed over old rubber 

buttpad. $100 $200

725 German Schuetzen Rifle

8.15 X 46R caliber, 29.5" octagonal barrel with grooved rib and matted 

top. Ramped front sight with post, rear tang sight with eye piece. 

Martini-style action. Engraved in scrolls of vines and floral designs, a 

panel with an angel holding a target. On the reverse angel. Rear butt 

stock with nice deep carving of a stag running. Forendis plain with 

carving on the tip. $700 $1,000

726

Tribal Spear from the 

Collection of Metropolitan 

Art Museum Curator 

Bashford. Dean 63" length. Hand-forged 12" spear point blade. Wood haft51" long. $500 $700

727 Rev War English Hanger

27.75" slightly curved single-edged blade with 20" single fuller along 

the spine. Blade marked with the Running Fox and SH mark of English 

cutler Samuel Harvey. 33.75" in overall length with 6" cast brass hilt 

with symmetrical shell guard and flat knuckle bow with bulbous 

pommel cap. Face of guard marked "50" and M WILTS. Consignor notes 

indicate that this means "Militia of WiltshireCounty." However, further 

research suggests that this is probably the actual name of militia 

soldier, as similar known "named" hangers are extant. Grip with with 

herringbone pattern. $400 $600

728

18th Century German 

Royal Officer Sword

27.75" curved single-edged blade with 6" false edge, 1.1" wide at 

ricasso with 25" wide fuller. Blade marked with crown over a Gothic"I" 

on both sides. 33" in overall length with 5.25" brass stirrup guard hilt. 

Guard with oval cross-section and four slots. Brass backstrap and small 

diamond-shaped pommel cap. Grip with leather and twisted wire wrap. 

Thin leather throat washer. $600 $900

729

Early 19th Century Short 

Sword By Gill

25" long, 1.45" wide straight, single-edged spear point blade, with 6" 

false edge. Spine marked I GILL, and reverse ricasso marked with a 

[crown]/2 inspection mark. 30.25" in overall length, 5.25" hilt with 

brass stirrup guard, teardrop-shaped pommel cap and simple peened 

attachment. Guard with single forward-swept quillon terminating in a 

flat round finial, and a pair of brass languetsat the guard. Leather 

throat washer. Grooved wood grip with leather wrap. $300 $500
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730

Late 18th Century 

European Hunting Sword

30.25" long, 1.25" wide, slightly curved, single-edged blade with 6" 

false edge. Single, deep, 24" fuller along spine. 35.75" in overall length 

with 5.5" hilt. Brass knuckle bow with single brass quillon terminating in 

a bulbous finial, brass pommel cap with small button finial. Simple cast 

decorations in guard and bow. Tapered wood grip. $300 $500

731

18th Century Continental 

Officers Sword 

34.5" spear point beveled blade with wide, flat median ridge running 

most of its length. 1" wide at ricasso. Engraved leaf and foliate designs 

with a panoply of arms are present on each side of the blade at the 

ricassoand extending for about 8". 41.25" in overall length, 6.25" brass 

hilt with leaf-shaped guard, slightly flared knuckle bow and straight 

quillons. Face of guard chased with vine patterns around border and 

retains traces of gold gilt finish, pommel cap and knuckle bow 

decorated en-suite. Braided brass wire wrap. $400 $600

732

Early 18th Century Boat 

Hilt Rapier With Repoussé 

Hilt

33" diamond cross section, spear point blade with decoratively pierced 

6" fuller. Traces of gold gilt embellishments at ricasso. 39.5" in overall 

length with 6.5" cast brass repouss&eacute; hilt cast with floral and 

shell motifs, cup hilt and knuckle guard. Bulbous pommel cap with flat 

button finial. $600 $800

733

Early 18th Century 

Continental European 

Sword

33.75" x .9" asymmetrical diamond-shaped blade. 40.25" overall with 

6.5" iron hilt. Hilt with chiseled iron ring guard and knuckle bow and 

single forward-swept quillonwith similar pattern decorations. Bulbous 

pommel cap with same chiseleddecorations. Fabric and wire wrapped 

grip. $750 $1,000

734

17th Century German 

Sword With Basket Hilt

27.50" curved single-edged blade with 6" false edge, 1.4" wide at 

ricasso. Two 21" narrow fullers at spine with 26.5" wider median fuller. 

Four diamond-shaped touchmarkson each side of the blade as well as a 

crown touch mark. 31.25" in overall length with a 4" iron hilt topped 

with a faceted rectangular pommel cap. Simple iron basket hilt of iron 

branches with thumb ring, with straight quillons terminating in bulbous 

finials. Wire wrapped hilt. $750 $1,000

735

French Short Artillery 

Sword

19" wasp-waistedspear point blade with full-length median ridge. 

Obverse ricasso marked Chatellerault1833 and reverse marked Piket 

Freres, both in script. 6" cast brass hilt with grooved palm-swell grip. 

Quillonswith concentric rings on finials. With brass-mounted leather 

scabbard. $300 $500

736 17th Century Battle Axe

11.5" length. Spike rear and hammer front. Engraved with some border 

lines and half-circle designs. No haft. More than likely 17th century. $600 $1,000

737

Collection of Caltrops 

From Medieval Times 

Through World War II

Caltropsare metal spiked devices that are scattered on the ground to 

cause damage to attacking horses and in later times, vehicles. This 

collection encompasses a time frame from the medievalperiod to 

World War II. Lot is of varying sizes and construction. This is a fine 

collection covering a huge time span.  $500 $1,000
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738

17th Century Inlaid 

Powder Flask

5.25" X 2", Wood circular body with bone inlays, circles and dots, in the 

center on one side is a Hippocampi, and a cat with serpent body. On 

the reverse is a man with spear, dagger and a sword. $600 $800

739

*Arnold Arms Co. Custom 

Remington Model 700 

Bolt Action Sniper Rifle

7.62 Nato caliber, 25" round heavy barrel,S/N E6830027. The barrel is 

markedArnold Arms Co. Inc Arlington, WA, along with the caliber at the 

breech. The receiver is marked Remington Model 700. The synthetic 

stock is camouflaged, and features a Harris bipod, an H-S Precision 

recoil pad, a palm rest and a canvas sling. Mounted to the receiver is a 

Leupold 10x adjustable scope. $4,000 $7,500

740

Remington Percussion 

Half-Stock Rifle

.40caliber, 34" octagonal-to-round barrel. Walnut half-stock with 

Remington back action lock. Faust marked on left side of barrel. $500 $750

741

*Cutaway Hawthorne-

Vulcan Single Shot 

Shotgun

12 gauge, 26" barrel, no serial number. A single-shot Hawthorne-

Vulcan shotgun with cutaway segments to demonstrate its internal 

components. Blue finish, with walnut pistol grip stock with hard rubber 

buttpad. $800 $1,200

742

Remington Vest Pocket 

Derringer

.22 RF, 3.25" round barrel with octagonal breech. Unmarked. Spur 

trigger, single action, single-shot. Nickel finish, walnut grips. $600 $900

743

Rare Box of Smith, Hall & 

Farmer Cartridges

Rare green and black label with a picture of S&W Model 1, 2d issue. 

Label marked Smith, Hall &Farmer. $750 $1,500

744

Rare Percussion Knife 

Pistol

.200 bore diameter, 2.5" round barrel, horn handle. Two blades. 

Overall length 9" blade length 3.25". $600 $900

745

Indian Captured Harper's 

Ferry Musket 

.69 caliber, 29.5" round barrel. Lockplate marked Harper'sFerry and 

dated 1828. Brass tacked stock. Stock has been altered by Indians 

during the period of use. Very interesting rawhide sling with loops to 

carry the musket. $1,000 $1,500

746 Antique Cane Gun 36" overall, shaft is wrapped in cloth. Checkered hard rubber grips. $650 $1,000

747 *Rock Island Armory 1911

.45 ACP caliber, 5" barrel, S/N RIA 1229576. Parkerized finish, with 

plastic grips. In the original black plastic case. $400 $600

748

*Winchester 94 Lone Star 

Commemorative Lever-

Action Rifle

.30-30, 26" octagonal-to-round barrel, buttonmagazine, S/N LS23447. 

Blued and gold finish, smooth pistol-gripped stock and forend. Texas 

commemorativemarkings and motifs. Gold-plated receiver, lever, 

forendcap, magazine button, buttplateand pistol grip cap. Original 

factory box and paperwork with hang tag and certificate of 

authenticity. $600 $900

749

German Flobert System 

Parlor Gun by Würfflein

5.5mm, 23" wedge retained octagonal barrel. Blued finish, checkered 

walnut stock with raised cheek piece and Schnabel forend, steel 

mountings. Top of barrel marked C. W&Uuml;RFLEIN SCHWEINFURT. 

Sideplates in the white with engraved foliate scrolls, pistol-gripped 

trigger guard engraved en-suite. Double set triggers, adjustable rear 

sight, globe front sight. Sling swivels. $400 $600
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750

**Remington Model 34 

Bolt Action Rifle .22 caliber, 24" barrel, S/N 117667. Walnut stock. $100 $200

751

Schuetzen-Style Parlor 

Gun

5mm, 29.5" octagonal barrel, no S/N. Blued finish, heavySchuetzen-

stylebuttstock with raisedcheek rest. Elaborate case hardened pistol-

gripped trigger guard. Double set triggers. $600 $800

752

**Ruger Red Label 

Over/Under Shotgun

20Ga., 26" barrels, S/N 400-05767. Red label, checkered pistol grip. 

Walnut stock andforearm. $600 $800

753

**Ruger Red Label Over / 

Under Shotgun

20Ga., 26" barrels, S/N 400-11740. Checkered pistol grip stock and 

forend. Red Label pistol grip cap. $600 $800

754

Acme Arms Co. Shotgun 

with Added Standing Rock 

Indian Agency Markings

12 gauge, 21" barrel length, no S/N. Markings on each side of the lock 

"Acme Arms Co." Metal is blued with walnut pistol grip buttstock and 

forearm. Double set triggers. Added to this piece are all the cartouches 

and Standing Rock Indian Agency markings. Indian tack design added as 

well. These are not original markings or tacks. $200 $400

755

*Colt 1911 MKIV Series 80 

Pistol

9x23 Win. caliber, 5" barrel length, S/NPAC80126. Left side of the slide 

action marked "Colt MK IV Series 80" next to rampant Colt logo. Right 

side of the slide action marked "Colt Government Model." Right side of 

the frame marked "M1911 A1 U.S. Army." Blue finish with checkered 

walnut grips. This pistol has A Colt Mk IV series slide and barrel, and a 

Pacframe. $400 $600

756 Elk Horn Powder Flask

Y-shaped antler powder flask 8.5" long with 3" charging spout. Lid and 

charger secured by transverse pin. Both legs with wood plugs, secured 

by single wooden pins. Two carved hanging loops on the main flask 

body. Flask with lovely detailed carved decorations including the 

"flower of life" as the central figure and numerous concentric circles 

and geometric figures. $800 $1,200

757

Goodyear Powder Flasks 

Lot of Two

Two very rare Goodyear Patent GuttaPerchapowder flasks, both 

marked GOODYEAR'S PATENT MAY 5, 1851 upside down, just below 

their mouths. The larger flask is additionally marked BEACON DAM Co. 

Beacon Dam Co purchased the right to Goodyear's vulcanite(hard 

rubber) patent in 1856 and produced a wide variety of small household 

items from this material, as well as powder flasks. The larger, rifle-sized 

flask is approximately 6"x3.5" with four small brass suspension rings 

and 1.25" adjustable charging spout. The smaller, pistol-sized flask is 

approximately 3.5"x2" with a .625" fixed spout. These flasks are very 

scarce today as their fragile construction means they were easily 

damaged. $600 $1,000

758

1866 Springfield Short 

Rifle

.50-70 caliber, 36" barrel, two-leaf musket rear barrel sight, Springfield 

marked lockplate. Two barrel bands with a walnut stock. $600 $800

759

F.Reuthe's Patent Trap 

Pistol

4' barrels cast with markings F. Reuthe'sPatent May 12th, 1857. Fluted 

cast iron handle. With arrows. $400 $600
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760

*Colt Government Model 

1911 Pistol

.45 caliber, 5" barrel length, S/N SS28571E. Markings on the left side of 

the slide action "Government Model" next to "Colt" next to "Automatic 

Caliber .45." Rampant Colt logo on the rear of the slide action. Right 

side of the slide action marked "Colt Government Model." Right side of 

the frame marked in single line with Colt Hartford address over serial 

number. Stainless finish with checkered walnut grips. In original blue 

Colt box with extra magazine. $600 $800

761

*Smith & Wesson Model 

3000 Pump Shotgun

12 gauge, 20.25" barrel length, S/N FB9619-1. Markings on the left side 

of the frame "Smith &Wesson Model 3000." Left side of the barrel 

marked in 2 lines with caliber markings. Right side of the barrel marked 

in 2 lines with address and patent dates. Blue finish with walnut pistol 

grip buttstock and checkered forearm. Comes in original box. $200 $300

762

*Ruger Mark II Target 

Pistol

.22 LR caliber, 10" barrel length, S/N 210-71111. Markings on the left 

side of the barrel in 2 lines with Strum Ruger address. Marked on the 

left side of the frame "Ruger" next to caliber markings over "Mark II." 

Blue finish with black checkered grips. Right side of the grips have a 

silver medallion Rugerlogo. $300 $500

763 Remington Model 4 Rifle

.22 caliber, 22.5" octagonal barrel. Marked on the top of the barrel 

Remington Arms Co., also on the tang. Walnut stock and forend. $200 $300

764

Assorted Cartridge Belts 

and Holster, Lot of Five

1) Fringed rawhide holster that fits a Colt M-1860 Army well.

2) 43.5" long x 3" wide cartridge belt with 33 cartridge loops for 

roughly .44 caliber pistol ammunition.

3) 45.5" long x 3" wide cartridge belt with 45 cartridge loops for 

roughly .44 caliber pistol ammunition. Tongue replaced.

4) 47" long x 3" wide cartridge belt with 40 cartridge loops for roughly 

.44 caliber pistol ammunition. Tongue replaced.

5) 40" long x 2.25" cartridge belt with 20 rounds of Remington-UMC.45 

Colt ammunition in the loops, 36 loops total, one broken. $500 $700

765

Powder Flasks, Lot of 

Three

Lot of 3: 1) Brass sporting flask measuring 7.5"x4.5" with 1" spout. Flask 

embossed with hunter and dog motif, adjustablecharger spout and two 

suspension rings. Fair, cleaned to bright with numerous dings, missing 

charger spring.

2) Reproduction Colt Navy flask measuring 5.5"x3" with 1.5" angled 

charger. Very good, crisp, showing little use.

3) Reproduction Colt Dragoon flask measuring 7.5"x4" with ball 

compartment, 1" fixed charger spout and two triangular hangers. 

Embossed with panoplies of arms and Colt's Patent in a banner. Ball 

door marked COLT'S PATENT and top inspected with a script WAT. 

Good, showing age, wear and use with a nice copper patina. $200 $400
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766

Four Page Illustrated 

Circular Related to 

Maynard's Patent Breech-

Loading Rifle

Title page reads, Maynard's Patent Breech-Loading Rifles Sold by 

Massachusetts Arms Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass. Description and 

Price. New Pattern without Maynard's Primer.  Page four has a written 

letter from Chicopee Falls, Mass dated March 11th 1868 from C.V. 

Nemmay to Wm P. MacFarland $400 $600

767

Collection of Winchester 

Locks and Axe Six Winchester marked locks, one Winchester marked axe. $500 $1,000

768

Lot Of Three Winchester 

Molds

Lot consists of 3 Winchester molds. First mold is for .38 WCF. Second 

mold is .38 WCTand the third mold is .25-20. $100 $200

769

Large Lot of Boxed 

Cartridges $200 $300

770

**Winchester Model 1894 

Lever-Action Rifle

30 WCFcaliber, 26" octagonal barrel, S/N 480845. 1908 manufacture, 

blue finish. Two-leaf rear barrel sight, front Jack sight. Walnut stock and 

forend. $800 $1,200

771

**Winchester Model 1895 

Lever-Action Rifle

.30 Army (.30-40 Krag), 28" round barrel, S/N 8168 (ca 1915). Blued 

finish, straight grip walnut stock and schnabel fore-end. Standard 

Winchester barrel and receiver markings. Lyman receiver mounted 

peep sight, Buckhorn barrel mounted rear sight, blade front sight. Sling 

swivel mounts. $600 $900

772 **Stevens Model 44 Rifle

.25-20 caliber, 24.5" octagonal-to-round barrel, S/N 49649 on lower 

tang and barrel. Blued finish, walnut stock with crescent buttplate and 

semi-schnabelfore-end. Barrel marked with two-line address and 

patent information; caliber on upper left angled flat near breech. 

Buckhorn rear sight, Rocky Mountain front sight blade. $550 $750

773

**Savage Model 99 

Takedown Rifle

.30-30, 24" tapered round barrel, S/N 319899. Blued finish, walnut 

stock with crescent buttplate and fore-end, case hardened lever. 

Standard Savage receiver and barrel markings. Grooved trigger, 

Buckhorn rear sight and blade front sight. $650 $850

774

**U.S. Springfield Model 

1898 Krag Sporting Rifle

.30-40 Krag, 22" round barrel, S/N 161756. Blued finish, walnut stock. 

Sporterized M-1898 Kragmilitary rifle with barrel and stock shortened, 

stock thinned and re-contoured through the wrist and butt with a 

cheek rest carved into place and an added leather and rubber buttpad. 

Military sights removed, sporting sights consisting of a Buckhorn rear 

and ramp-mounted blade front sight added. $700 $1,000

775

**Fox Savage Model B CT 

Grade Shotgun

16 gauge, choked modified, 27.8125" round barrels with grooved rib, 

S/N B27778. Blued &case hardened finish, checkered pistol-gripped 

stock with added Pachmayr rubber buttpadand splinter forend. 

13.4375" length of pull, 2.75" drop of comb. Tang mounted safety, dual 

extractors. StandardFox barrel markings. Receiver lightly engraved with 

FOX in a floral banner. $800 $1,000
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776

Percussion Double Barrel 

Shotgun

10 gauge, 28.5" barrel length, no S/N. Top of the barrel is marked "Real 

Twist." Iron forward percussion locks and furniture. German silver 

trigger guard and fore-end finial cap. Walnut stock with double set 

triggers. Comes with ramrod. $400 $600

777

Percussion Fowler by 

Tryon

16 gauge, 30" barrel, marked on top of the barrel TryonPhiladelphia. 

Also marked on the lockplate, Tryon. Brass furniture. Checkered walnut 

stock. $1,000 $1,500

778

Full-Stock Percussion Rifle 

By Leman Lancaster, PA

.360 bore diameter, 42" octagonal barrel length, no S/N. Top of the 

barrel marked "Lancaster, PA" next to "Warrented." Brass furniture 

with 2-piece patchbox. Engraved lock and hammer. Brown barrel with 

rear Buckhorn sight and front blade sight. Maple stock with a cheek 

piece on the left side. Comes with ramrod. $600 $1,000

779

Percussion Halfstock Rifle 

By Eagle Rifle works

.360 bore diameter, 36.75 octagonal barrel length, no S/N. Percussion 

front lock engraved and marked "J. Golcher." Brass furniture with 

German silver escutcheon. Two-piece patchbox with checkered wrist. 

Rear Buckhornsight and front blade sight. Brown barrel with walnut 

stock. Comes with ramrod. $750 $1,000

780

17th Century Composite 

Rapier

33.25" spear point blade, .9" wide at the ricasso, with two deep 9.25" 

pierced fullers. Fullers are marked IH***ORT***VNO and 

BH***AGV***IR and terminate in crescent moons. 38.5" in overall 

length with 5.25" iron hilt with 6" S-shaped swept quillons, terminating 

in flattened round finials. Small, fluted shell guard on obverse. Flat 

sphere shaped pommel cap with deeply carved lobes and knob finial. 

Grip with twisted wire wrap. $800 $1,200

781

Early 18th Century Light 

Cavalry Sword

30" curved single edged blade, 1.5" wide at ricasso with 3.25" false 

edge and deep 26.5" fuller at spine. Blade signed on spine JJ RUNKEL, 

SOLINGEN. Blade withengraved Hussar motif: a sun with rays, simple 

panoply of arms, a sultan and a crescent motif. 35" in overall length, 5" 

hilt with a narrow piercediron basket guard in a vine design. Guard 

does not join the pommel. Oval turned iron pommel cap, spiral 

grooved horn grip.

JJ Runkel was a Prussian emigrant who worked in England as a cutler ca 

1780-1810, and was one of the few foreign makers to receive British 

Board of Ordnance contracts for swords during the period. He often 

used imported blades from Solingenin his work. $600 $900

782

17th Century Eastern 

European Sword

35.25" straight double-edged spear point blade, 1.4" at widest point, 

last 3" at the ricassoonly 1.2" wide. 5.5" fuller at ricasso. Overall length 

40.5", 5.25" iron stirrup hilt with grooved wood grip and leather wrap. 

Iron backstrap with simple decorative lines, straight iron quillon, iron 

langets. $600 $900
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Late 17th Century 

Composite Rapier

33.5" spear point blade with wide fuller running about 26" from the 

ricasso. Blade marked +ANIVS* MVRI+. 41.75" in overall length 

with8.25" iron hilt with pierced basket guard. Crude forward-swept 

quillonsterminated in scrolls, crudely attached to the guard. Spherical 

pommel cap with foliate designs. Wire wrapped hilt. $600 $800

784

18th Century Northern 

European Officer Sword

31.5" curved single-edged blade with 8" false edge. Deeply grooved 19" 

fuller along spine. Blade decorated with etched intertwined patterns 

and crests at the ricassoand the date 1744. 39.75" 6.25" iron Walloon-

style hilt with double shell pierced iron guard and short forward-swept 

quillon, round pommel cap engraved with the rack number75, grip with 

twisted brass wire wrap. Possiblyof Danish origin. $600 $1,000

785

19th Century Copy of a 

Late 15th Century 

Venetian Broadsword

34.75" long radically tapered double-edged spear point blade, 2.7" 

wide at the ricasso. Castle tower-shaped touch marks on each side of 

theblade about 4" from the guard. 41.75" in overall length with 7" hilt, 

consisting of a 3.25" widely fluted wood grip, a .25" wide x 7" long flat 

iron S-shaped quillon guard and a 3.5" tapered and fluted brass 

pommel cap decorated with a variety of punch dot engraved motifs. $700 $1,000

786

Swedish Model 1815-20 

Faltjager

23.75" spear point blade with median ridge. Brass hilt with single 

knuckle bow and forward-swept quillon. Muzzle ring in guard 

approximately .90" in diameter. Outer face of guard numbered 165, 

likely to match the bayonet to the rifle, and is also marked WW or MM. 

Leather grip. Early 19th century Swedishflintlock rifle saber bayonet. $400 $600

787

17th Century English 

Hanger

26" slightly curved single-edged blade with 18" fuller along spine. 

31.75" in overall length. Blade marked with a stylized quarter moon. 

Cast brass hilt with dragon head pommel, grip cast withintricate foliate 

designs and a dragon. Simple, single kucklebow, double clamshell guard 

with rudimentary quillon. $500 $700

788 European Short Sword

26" slightly curved, clip point blade with wide 19" stopped fuller at 

spine. Unmarked. Brass stirrup hilt with wide, grooved knuckle guard. 

Grooved wood grip that swells toward the pommel cap with twisted 

brass wire wrap. $400 $600

789 19th Century Plug Bayonet

21.5" wasp-waisted spear point blade with 8" median fuller. 8.25" 

turned hardwood grip with brass mounts. An interesting, 19th century 

"reproduction" of plug bayonet with an excessively long blade. An 

interesting Victorian era fantasy item. $400 $600

790

Collection of Battlefield-

Dug Minie Balls

Large collection of battlefield dug minie balls of varying sizes and 

calibers. Displayed in a nice wood and glass display case. $100 $300

791

Collection of Centerfire 

Cartridges

Large collection of centerfirecartridges and centerfire percussion caps. 

Includes varying sizes and calibers. Displayed in a wood and glass 

display case. $200 $400
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792

Collection of Various 

Cartridges

Collection includes 5 paper patch cartridges, 1 Burnside cartridge, 

rimfire, cupfireand centerfire cartridges. Displayed in a nice wood and 

glass display case. $100 $300

793

Collection of Battlefield 

Minie Balls

A large collection of battlefield minie balls displayed invery nice glass 

and wood display case. $100 $300

794

Set of 9 Aviation Prints 

with Original Airplane 

Cloth Fragments

Lot includes a set of 9 aviation prints with original airplane cloth 

fragments. Each frame has a photograph of the aircraft with an 

historical description. The aircraft's that are featured in this lot are 

AlbatrosD. Va No. 7161/17 which was a German WW I fighter plane; 

Fokker D-VII "U. 10" which was a German aircraft used during the final 

months of WW I; Dehavilland D.H. 4 which is known as the "Liberty 

Plane" because of the military importance in WW I; BleriotXI that flew 

the English Channel; CurtissNC-4 that that completed the first trans 

Atlanticflight; Fokker T-2 that made the first non stop 

transcontinentalflight; Douglas World Cruiser #2 "Chicago" that was the 

"flag plane" to first fly around the world; Wright Ex "VizFiz" that 

completed the first transcontinental flight; and the Lockheed Vega 5B 

that was piloted by Amelia Earhart when she became the first woman 

to fly across the Atlantic Ocean. $800 $1,200

795 U.S Army Gang Mold

6" mold block, 13" overall, iron body, turned wood handles with brass 

ferrules. 6 cavities to cast .44 caliber pistol bullets. Mold body marked 

44H and with a small capital "D." $400 $600

796 Sword Cane

Wood body, sterling silver pommel, steel cap with a silver band. 17.5" 

blade with fuller. $400 $600

797

Large Wooden Germanic 

Cincinnati Ohio Hunting 

Group Canteen

H 8" X W 4". Wood with iron bands and iron tacks. Brassplaqueon both 

sides with floral designs and a double-headedeagle. $300 $500

798

Primitive Leather Hide 

Saddle Bags

Primitive tanned leather hide saddle bag possibly Indianused or farmer 

made. Measure 40.5" in length by 9" at largest point. Each saddle bag 

has leather string tie closure and is sewn together by leather strands. $200 $400

799

Silver Hilted Russian 

Shaska

31.25" curved single edged blade, 1.4" wide at ricasso, with 5" false 

edge. Three deep fullers near spine, varying between 21" and 25" in 

length. 37.25" in overall length with 6" hilt. Silver hilt delicately 

engraved with floral motifs and geometric designs. $400 $600

800

Percussion Halfstock 

Fowler

.600 smooth bore diameter, 31" half-octagonal / half-round barrel, no 

S/N. No visible markings. Brass buttplate and trigger guard. Brown 

barrel with walnut stock. $600 $900
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*Ruger 10-22 Rifle 

Conversion to Thompson 

Sub Machine Gun Style

.22 LR caliber, 16.75" barrel length, S/N 356-62159.  Markings on the 

left side of the frame"Ruger" next to model over caliber markings. Two-

line barrel address marked on top of the barrel. Conversion kit that 

took a Ruger10-22 rilfeand converted it to the style of a Thompson sub-

machine gun. This is not fully automatic. $200 $400

802

**Winchester Model 1892 

SRC

.25-20, 20" round barrel, S/N 732450 (mfg. ca 1913). Blued finish, 

smooth walnut stock and forend. Saddle ring. $1,000 $1,500

803

**Winchester Model 1892 

Lever ActionRifle

.25-20 W.C.F. 24" octagonal barrel. S/N 479789. The barrel is marked 

with two-line New Haven address markings, with the caliber near the 

breech. The patent and trademark are on upper tang. Walnutstock and 

forearm, with crescentbuttplate.

$800 $1,200

804

**Remington Model 34 

Rifle

.22RF S/L/LR 24" barrel. S/N 9774. Blued finish, walnut pistol-gripped 

stock. $100 $150

805 *Ruger Mark II Pistol

.22 LR caliber, 6" barrel length, S/N 18-14238. Markings on the left side 

of the frame in 2 lines with Strum Ruger address. Right side of the 

frame marked "Ruger" next to model over caliber markings. Blue finish 

with black checkered grips. Grips have silver Rugermedallion logo on 

the right side. Comes in original box. $200 $300

806

*Ruger Model Mark II 

Pistol

.22 LR caliber, 6" barrel length, S/N 18-16799. Left side of frame 

marked in 2 lines with Strum Ruger address. Right side of the frame 

marked "RugerMK. II" over caliber markings. Blue finish with black 

checkered grips. Right side of the grips marked with silver medallion 

Rugerlogo. $200 $300

807

**H&R New Defender 

Revolver

.22 LR CTG caliber, 2" barrel length, S/N D23878. Marking on the left 

side of the barrel "New Defender." Right side of the barrel marked with 

caliber markings. Cylinder marked with patent dates. Nine-shot fluted 

cylinder. Blue finish with checkered walnut grips. $200 $300

808

Reproduction Brass Frame 

Percussion Revolver

.36 caliber, 6.5" octagonal barrel, S/N 6191. Brass frame with steel 

cylinder, barrel and loading lever. Made by FIE. In a holster. $100 $200

809

**Winchester Model 1890 

Rifle

.22 W.R.F. 24" octagonal barrel with magazine tube under barrel, S/N 

701718 (1927 manufacture). Blued finish, walnut stock and forend. 

Upper left angled barrel flat marked with usual two-line Winchester 

address and patent information, - MOD. 90 - and caliber designation. 

Upper receiver and top of barrel stamped with Winchester proof 

marks. Lower receiver and tang with matching serial number. $200 $300

810

**Winchester Model 1901 

Shotgun

12 gauge, 32" round barrel, S/N 9986. Blued finish, walnut pistol 

gripped stock and smooth forend. Lower tang with usual four-line 

Winchester address and patent information. Reverse receiver marked 

with Winchester Repeating Arms Company logo. Steel buttplate. $500 $800
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**Winchester Model 1894 

SRC

.32 WS, 20" round barrel, S/N 937268 (manufactured in 1923). Blued 

finish, walnut stock and forend. Standard Winchester barrel markings 

and tang markings. Saddle ring, D.W. King patent rear sight. $650 $900

812 **Winchester Model 1895

.30-40 Krag, 18" round barrel, S/N 41141 (manufactured in 1903). 

Blued and nickel finish, walnut stock and schnabelforend. Standard 

Winchester markings on the barrel, receiver and tang.Buckhorn rear 

sight and ramp front sight with brass bead. $300 $500

813

**Winchester Model 1894 

SRC

.25-35 WCF, 20" round barrel, S/N 325765 (manufactured in 1905). 

Blued finish, walnut stock and forend, saddle ring. Standard Winchester 

2-line barrel markings and caliber marks, with Winchester proofs on 

top of barrel and receiver. Adjustable leaf rear sight, tall blade front 

sight. $500 $750

814

**Winchester Model 1894 

Rifle

.30-30, 26" octagonal barrel, S/N 216163 (manufactured in 1901). 

Blued finish, walnut stock and forend. Standard Winchester barrel 

markings, caliber marks and proof marks, as well as model marking on 

tang. Multi-leaf rear sight, with blade front sight with brass bead. $500 $750

815

*Taurus Circuit Judge 

Revolving Rifle in Box

.22 LR and Mag caliber, 18.5" barrel length, S/N FP9326. Marking on 

the left side of the frame in 3 lines "SCJ22" over "Made in Brazil" over 

"By Taurus." Right side of the barrel marked "CircuitJudge." Right side 

of the frame marked with Taurus logo. Blue finish with black polymer 

checkered forearm and pistol grip. Comes in original box. $400 $600

816 *Ruger LCP

.380 caliber, 2.75" barrel length, S/N 370-35170. Left side of the slide 

action marked "LCP." Right side of the slide action marked "Ruger 

Prescott AZ USA." Left side of the frame marked with serial number. 

Right side of the frame marked in 2 lines with Rugeraddress. Blue finish 

on the slide action and black polymer frame. Grips are marked "Ruger" 

on each side. Comes in original box with 2 extra magazines. $200 $300

817 *Ruger Mark III

.22 long caliber, 4.5" barrel length, S/N 272-41858. Left side of the 

frame marked in 3 lines with Strum Ruger address. Right side of the 

frame marked in 2 lines with model and caliber markings. Blue finish 

with black checkered Pachmayer grips. Grips have gold medallionson 

each side. Comes with 4 extra magazines and in original Rugerbox with 

gun sleeve. $300 $500

818

*Ruger .22 Charger Pistol 

with Tru Glo Scope and 

Bipod

.22 LR caliber, 10" barrel length, S/N 490-72121. Left side of the frame 

marked "Ruger.22 Charger". Bluebarrel with walnut stock. Black 

polymer checkered pistol grip. Comes with 15-round and 25-round 

magazines. Comes with bipodand TruGloscope. In original box. $200 $300
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819

*Ruger New Model Single 

Six

.22 caliber, 6.5" barrel length, S/N 63-95531. Top of the barrel marked 

in 2 lines with Strum Rugeraddress. Left side of the frame marked 

"Ruger" over "New Model" next to ".22 Cal" over "Single Six." Six-shot 

fluted cylinder. Blue finish with walnut grips. Grips have Ruger 

medallionlogo at the top of each side. $300 $500

820

**Stevens Over/Under 

Shotgun Rifle 

Combinnation

22 LR over .410 shotgun, 24" round barrels. Blued finish, walnut stock 

and forend, hard rubber buttplate. Leaf rear and ramp front sight. 

Break open action. Standard Savage marking barrel and frame 

markings. Hard rubber buttplate. $75 $100

821 **Savage Pump Rifle

.22 L &LR, 24" octagonal barrel, S/N 39577. Blued finish, plainwalnut 

pistol gripped stock and forend. Standard Savage barrel and tang 

markings. Hard rubber buttplate. Leaf rear sight, blade front sight. $100 $200

822

**Standard Arms 

Company Model M Rifle

.30 WCF, 22 1/2" round barrel, S/N 6899. Blued finish, walnut 

buttstock, with high relief brass forend grip and buttplate. Usual 

Standard Arms Company 2-line barrel mark. Adjustable rear sight and 

ramp front sight with ivory bead. An interesting and visually appealing 

variation on the slide action rifle concept, made by the Standard Arms 

Company of Wilmington, DE from 1909 to 1914. It is believed that less 

than 12,000 rifles of both patterns offered (gas operated and slide 

action) were produced during this time. $650 $1,000

823

Allen & Wheelock Drop 

Breech Rifle

.40 RF/CF, 26" half-octagonal / half-round barrel. Batch numbered 43 

on trigger guardtang. Single-shot drop breech action, straight grip 

walnut stock. Adjustable rear sight with calibration and adjustment 

detentson frame. Two-line Allen barrel mark quite weak. Sling swivels 

on barrel band and in toe of stock. Trapdoor in butt for takedowntool, 

which is not present. $500 $700

824

**Remington Model 11 

Shotgun

16 gauge, 28" round barrel, S/N 1561808. Blued finish, checkered 

walnut pistol gripped stock. Simple factory engraving on receiver with 

standard Remington barrel and receiver marks. Hard rubber buttplate, 

cross-bolt safety. $100 $200

825

Hopkins & Allen Single 

Barrel Shotgun

12 gauge cylinder, 30.25" round barrel, drop breech single-shot with 

saddle ring. Blued finish, checkered walnut pistol grip stock and 

checkered forend. $100 $200

826 Stevens Model 14 1/2

.22LR, 20" round barrel. Standard Stevens barrel markings. Fixed rear 

sight, blade front. Drop-breech action. $100 $200

827 **Double-Barrel Shotgun

12 gauge, choked full and modified, 30" round barrels. Blued finish, 

checkered pistol grip stock and checkered forend. Double triggers, 

added rubber recoil pad. $100 $200

828 **Wards Westernfield

.22 S-L-LR, 26" round barrel, tubular magazine. Blued finish, pistol 

gripped smooth walnut stock. Mossberg#4 adjustable rear sight, 

grooved trigger, sling swivels. Standard Wards Western fieldbarrel 

markings. $100 $200
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829 **Winchester Model 1894

.30-30 caliber, 24" tapered round barrel, S/N 22387. Blue finish. walnut 

stock and forearm. $500 $700

830

**Remington Rolling Block 

Rifle

7mm, 30" round barrel, bayonet lug. Adjustable rear sight, sling 

swivels. Standard markings on tang. $300 $500

831

*U.S Repeating Arms Lake 

Michigan Commemorative 

1886 

.45-70, 22" round barrel, half-magazine, S/N 00ESLR 1483. No. 3 of a 

limited production of 25. Gold-plated finish with laser engraved stock. 

Receiver engraved with Michigan historical motifs. $650 $1,000

832

*Winchester Model 94AE 

Lake Erie Commemorative

.30-30, 20" round barrel with full length tubular magazine, S/N 

6518397. No. 3 of 25 produced. Gold-plated finish with laser engraved 

Lake Erie motifs on receiver, stock and forend. $500 $750

833

*Winchester Model 94 

Lake Huron 

Commemorative

.45 Colt, 20" round barrel with full-length tubular magazine, S/N 

6565023. No. 3 of 25 produced. Gold-plated finish with laser engraved 

Lake Huron motifs on the receiver, stock and forend. $650 $1,000

834

*Winchester Model 94AE 

Lake Superior

.30-30, 20" round barrel with full length tubular magazine, S/N 

6495818. No. 48 of 51 produced. Gold finish with laser engraved Lake 

Superior motifs on receiver, stock and forend. $500 $750

835 19th Century Plug Bayonet

21.5" wasp-waistedspear point blade with 8" median fuller. 8.5" turned 

hardwood grip withbrass mounts. An interesting, 19th century 

"reproduction" of plug bayonet with an excessivelylong blade. An 

interesting Victorian era fantasy item. $400 $600

836

European Short 

Broadsword

19" single edged spear point blade with 5" false edge. 24.75" in overall 

length. Horn grip, iron hilt with shield-shaped counterguardand 

sweeping S-shaped guard with upper quillon terminating in a large ball 

and the lower sweeping backward in the form of a knuckle guard. $400 $600

837

17th Century Continental 

Sword Relic

31.75" straight single-edged blade, with shallow median fuller and 

added 6.5" false edge. 36.125" in overall length. Bird's head wood grip, 

S-shaped iron guard with single quillon, plain knuckle bow with curled 

end. $200 $400

838

Spanish M1908 Cavalry 

Trooper's Sword

35" single-edged straight spear point blade with wide fuller nearly the 

entire length of the blade. Sheet iron basket guard, contoured 

checkered wood grip. Ricasso marked ARTILLERIAon the obverse and 

with the serial number 11155 on the reverse. Scabbard marked 

TOLEDO with a single suspension ring. $200 $300

839

French Foot Officer's 

sword

30" slightly curved, single-edged, spear-point blade with nearly full-

length, wide, unstopped median fuller. Etched blade with floral splays. 

Gold gilt guard and knuckle bow with single, forward swept quillon. 

Wood grip with shagreen and wire wrap. No scabbard. $200 $400

840 German Hunting Sowrd

21.75" spear point blade, 15.5" false edge. Engraved blade. Cast 

crossguardand pommel. Stag handle. $300 $500
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841

Early German Hunting 

sword

23" curved single-edged blade with a 16.5" narrow fuller along the 

spine and a second 13" fuller below. 5.25" hilt with pierced iron guard 

and simple, single knucklebow. Bone grip with three diamond-shaped 

iron rivets and simple carved decorative lines. Iron backstrap and 

pommel cap. $500 $700

842 German Hunting Sword

21.25" single-edged, saw-back blade with 4.75" false edge. 19" wide 

fuller at spine and 1.5" secondary fuller at ricasso. 5.25" hilt with 

simple round iron quillonsand leaf-shaped guard. Bone grip. $200 $400

843 German Hunting Sword

25" spear point, single-edged blade with 5" false edge and wide, full-

length median unstopped fuller. 5" hilt, 30.5" in overall length. Blade 

with simpleengraved decorations including a stylized moon, a deer and 

a panoply of arms. Brass hilt with S-shaped quillonsswept forward and 

backward. Horn scales secured by three large brass rivets. $300 $500

844

Early German Hunting 

Sword

24.5" straight spear point single-edged blade with 6" false edge. 18.5" 

narrow fuller at spine. 10" of blade near ricassois fire blued with gold 

gilt embellishments including a panoply of arms and leaping game. 5" 

gold gilt bras hiltwith single knucklebowand guard with game scenes on 

reverse. Single quillon with deer's hoof finial. Bone grip scales with 

brass rivets. $500 $750

845 German Hunting Sale

21.5" single-edged spear point blade with 5.5" false edge. 

Approximately 6" from the ricasso forward is etched with simple 

decorative motifs. 5" brass hilt with cast embossed clamshell guard and 

sea monster quillon. Single knucklebow cast with various animals. Grip 

with shagreenwrap. $200 $400

846 Early European Sword

27.5" slightly curved, single-edged falchion-style blade with 7" false 

edge and wide, full-length, un-stopped median fuller. 33" in overall 

length. Brass 5.5" hilt, with flat knucklebowand single quillon. 

Languetsdecorated with an upright lion holding a sheaf of arrows. Grip 

with leather wrap. Likely an older blade hiltedwith more recent 

components. $300 $500

847

Early European Hunting 

Sword

29.5" curved single-edged blade with two full-length wide fullers and a 

median ridge. 5.5" hilt with horn grip and German silver mounts. S-

shaped quillon with dog's head finial on lower and decorative pillow on 

upper. Pommel cap with grotesque mask and lanyard ring. $350 $600

848 German Hunting Sword

22.75" spear point blade with full-length median ridge. 4.5" grooved 

bone grip with wire wrap. Brass hilt with clamshell guard and S-shaped 

quillonsterminating in dog's head finials. Flat brass pommel cap. $250 $500

849 German Hunting Sword

20" spear point blade with wide, full-length, un-stopped median fuller. 

14.5" saw-backspine. Brass hilt with single knucklebow, clam motif 

guard and teardrop-shaped, forward-swept quillon. Horn grip and brass 

pommel cap. $200 $300
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850

*Winchester Model 01 

Shotgun

10 gauge full choke, 32" round barrel, half-length tubular magazine, 

S/N 72534 (1907 production). Blued finish, pistol gripped smooth 

walnut stock and forend. Standard Winchester barrel markings and 

tang markings and company logo on receiver, steel buttplate. $500 $750

851

Moore's Patent 7 Shot 

Revovler

.32RF, 5" octagonal barrel, S/N 1917. Blued finish with silvered brass 

frame and walnut grip. Marked "D. Moore Patent Sept. 18, 1860" on 

top of barrel flat. Frame engraved with foliate splays and punch dot 

background shading. Early American cartridge revolver produced ca 

1861-1863 with production estimatedat between 5000 and 8000 guns. 

Single-action mechanism with unique system that allowed the cylinder 

and barrel to be rotated to theright of the frame for loading and 

unloading. Original removable ejector rod in place under barrel. $700 $900

852

**Remington Model 81 

Rifle

.300 Savage, 22" round barrel, S/N 18432. Blued finish, pistol-gripped 

plain walnut stock and forend. Barrel mounted Marbles Buckhorn sight, 

front blade with brass bead, tang-mounted Marbles peep sight. $350 $600

853

**Winchester Model 1894 

SRC Illinois 

Sesquicentennial 

.30-30, 20" round barrel with full magazine, S/N IS5244. Blued finish 

with gold highlights and engraving, gold buttplate, trigger and saddle 

ring, shotgun butt. Plain wood stock and forend. Produced by 

Winchester to celebrate the state of Illinois' 150th birthday, barrel 

marked 1818-1968; receiver with "Land of Lincoln" and profile of that 

president. Illinois sesquicentennial medallion in obverse butt. $600 $900

854

Double Barrel Hammer 

Shotgun By American 

Arms Co

28 gauge, choked full and modified, 25.8125" round barrels, S/N 3290. 

Blued finish, case hardened locks, checkered walnut pistol-gripped 

stock and forend. Hard rubber buttplate, extractors. $600 $900

855 Model 1892 Marlin Rifle

.32RF, 24" round barrel with full magazine, S/N 158646. Blued finish, 

plain walnut stock and forend. Buckhorn rear sight sight, German silver 

blade front sight. $400 $600

856 **Remington Model 14

.35 Remington, 22" round barrel, S/N C59584. Blued finish, pistol 

gripped smooth walnut stock, grooved forend. Rubber buttpad. Fixed 

focus scope (about 2x) in Weaver mounts. $400 $600

857

Springfield Model 1863 

Shotgun

16 gauge cylinder bore, 33" round barrel, no S/N. Sporterized 

Springfield M-1863 musket with 1863 dated lock. Brass bead front 

sight. Iron ramrod. $300 $500

858

**Winchester Model 1894 

Rifle

.32 Winchester Special, 26" octagonal barrel, full magazine, S/N 159881 

(mfg. 1899). Blued finish, smooth walnut stock and forend with 

crescent buttplate. Rear sight marked Smokeless / 32 W-S' 94 50 &100 

YDS. Standard Winchester barrel and tang markings. $400 $600
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859

Meriden Firearms Double 

Shotgun

12 gauge, 32" round barrels, no S/N. Damascus patterned barrels, 

exposed hammers, extractors, checkered pistol gripped stock and 

forend. Locks marked THE MERIDENFIREARMS CO. with simple 

engraved floral motifs. Hard rubber buttplate. $200 $400

860 **Remington Model 121

.22 S, L or LR, 24" round barrel, tubular half-magazine, pump action 

rifle, S/N 101770. Blued finish, walnut pistol-gripped stock. Standard 

Remington barrel and receiver markings, including THE FIELDMASTER 

on the reverse of the receiver. Cross-bolt safety at rear of trigger guard. 

Buckhorn rear and blade front sight. $200 $300

861

**Winchester Model 1894 

Canadian Centennial Rifle

.30-30, 26" octagonal barrel with full magazine tube, S/N 30282. Blued 

finish, walnut stock, gold highlights reading Canadian Centennial 1867-

1967 on upper right barrel flat and CANADIAN CENTENNIAL '67 on tang. 

Maple leaf motifs engraved on receiver. Buckhorn rear sight, blade 

front sight. With original Winchester factory box. $650 $900

862

Percussion Fowler Made 

By Schemenn & Wirsing

.63 caliber (about 16 gauge modified choke), 47.5" octagonal-to-round 

barrel with baluster-turned rings at transition and bottom rib. Walnut 

half-stock with carved stock tip, checkered at the wrist. Back-action 

percussion lock marked in a ribbon Schemenn&Wirsing with gold 

highlights and lightly engraved hammer and bolster. Browned finish, 

iron mounts with scroll shaped semi-pistol gripped trigger guard tang 

and German silver wedge escutcheons. Brass tipped wooden rammer.   $750 $1,000

863

Colt Model 1878 Double 

Barrel Shotgun

10 gauge (modified), 24.375" round barrels, S/N 1389, matching 

throughout (produced ca 1885). Browned &case hardened finish, 

checkered pistol-gripped walnut stock with checkered semi-schnabel 

forend with ebony wedge at tip. Locks marked Colt's Pt. F.A. Mfg. Co. 

13.75" length of pull, 3.5" drop of comb. Exposed double hammers, 

double triggers. $400 $600

864

**Browning Hi-Power 

Pistol

.40 S & W, 4.656" barrel, S/N 2W5NV57303. Blued finish, plastic grips, 

contrast sights. Includes original factory plastic box and spare 

magazine. $400 $600

865 Stevens Model 43

.22 caliber, 6" round barrel, S/N 89967. Blued and nickel finish, walnut 

grips. Leaf rear sight. $300 $400

866 Stevens Model 43 Pistol

.22 caliber, 6" round barrel, S/N 25517. Blued and nickel finish, walnut 

grips. Fixed rear sight. $300 $400

867

*Winchester Model 70 

With Scope

.270 Winchester, 24" round barrel, S/N 187250 (ca 1951). Blued finish, 

checkered walnut pistol-gripped stock with rubber Winchester buttpad 

and checkered forend. B&L scope mounts, classic 60s eraBausch 

&Lomb Balfor A fixed 4x scope. A fine pre-64 Model 70 rifle. $600 $900
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868

*Cabela's Limited Edition 

Winchester Model 70

7mm Mauser (7x57), 22.75" round "Featherlight" barrel, S/N 

35CZX00469. Blued finish, checkered, pistol-gripped walnut stock with 

Winchester rubber buttpad, checkered forend, black Eboniteforendcap. 

Sling swivel mounts, jeweled bolt. Magazine floor plateengraved 

Cabela'sLimited Edition. $600 $900

869

**Reminton Model 241 

Rifle

.22LR, 24" round barrel, S/N 98426. Blued finish, pistol gripped smooth 

walnut stock with checkered Remington metal buttplate. Tubular 

magazine in buttstock. Standard 2-line Remington barrel marks, "The 

Speedmaster" receiver mark, along with Remington mark and serial 

number. Lyman peep sight mounted at rear of receiver. $500 $750

870

**Winchester Model 70 

Super Grade

.30-06, 24.75" tapered round barrel, S/N 35AMP06928. Blued finish, 

checkered pistol-gripped walnut stock with raised cheek piece and 

added rubber "Decelerator" buttpad, checkered forend with 

Ebonitetip. Mounted with LeupoldVari-X III 4.5-14 x 40mm variable 

scope with Michael's of Oregon rubber covers. Jeweled bolt. Sling 

swivel mounts. $850 $1,200

871

**Pre-64 Winchester 

Model 70

.270 Winchester, 24.875" round barrel, S/N 94291 (ca 1948). Blued 

finish, checkered, pistol-gripped walnut stock with checkered metal 

buttplate. Griffin &Howe quick detach mounts with vintage Weaver K3 

60-B fixed 3x scope. Factory sights and sling swivels. $800 $1,000

872

**Winchester Model 94 

Carbine

.30-30, 20" round barrel with full-length tubular magazine, S/N 

2560193. Blued finish, walnut stock with checkered metal buttplate 

and plainforend. Lyman receiver mounted adjustable peep rear sight, 

hooded front sight with white bead. $750 $1,200

873

**Winchester Model 63 

Rifle

.22LR, 23" round barrel, S/N 142503 (ca 1956). Blued finish, walnut 

stock tubular magazine. Mounted with Lyman Alaskan "All Weather" 

2.5x scope. $500 $800

874 **Remington Model 121

.22 S/L/LR, 24" round barrel, tubular magazine, S/n 42614. Blued finish, 

pistol-gripped walnut stock and grooved forend. Standard Remington 

Fieldmaster receiver marks, and 2-line barrel marks. Lyman peepsight 

mounted at rear of receiver, dovetailed front sight with silver bead, 

cross bolt safety. Dovetailed notch for factory rear sight is empty. $500 $700

875

**Belgium Made 

Browning  22 Rifle

.22LR, 19" round barrel, S/N 27153. Blued finish, checkered pistol-

gripped stock with grooved metal buttplate and tubular magazine, 

checkered forend. Lightly engraved receiver with angular border lines 

and flowing floral splays, trigger guard bow engraved en-suite. 

Adjustable Buckhorn rear and dovetailed blade front sights. $400 $700
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876

*Cabela's 50th 

Anniversary Winchester 

Model 70 #1 of 750

300 Winchester Magnum, 26.75" round barrel, S/N 353ZZ04833. Blued 

finish, checkered pistol-gripped walnut stock with raised cheek piece 

and rubber buttpad, checkered forend. Bottom of magazine floor plate 

engraved with gold accented Cabela'slogo, 50th Anniversary 1961-2011 

and 1 of 750. Jeweledbolt, factory flip-up rear sight, hooded front sight 

with brass bead. Original factory hang tag. $750 $1,000

877

**Winchester Model 94AE 

Large Loop Trapper SRC

.30-30, 16" barrel, S/N 6093341. Blued finish, smooth walnut stock and 

forend. Large loop lever, short-barreled "Trapper" configuration. $600 $900

878

*Winchester Model 94 66 

Cenntennial SRC

.30-30, 20" octagonal barrel, S/N 99234. Blued finish, gold plated 

receiver, buttplate and nose cap, smooth wood butt and forend. Saddle 

ring. $600 $900

879 **Hamilton Boys Rifle

.22 caliber, 15" round barrel. Blued finish, wood stock and forend. Tip 

down action, notch rear and blade front sights. $150 $300

880 **Glenfield Model 30 GT

.30-30, 18" round barrel, full magazine, S/N 21040034. Blued finish, 

straight gripped stock with laser engraved checkering and game scene 

at wrist, checkered forend. Mounted with LeupoldVariXII 3x9 scope in 

Weaver mounts. With leather sling and synthetic ammunition carrier 

on butt. $300 $500

881 *Marlin Model 1895 Rifle

.45-70, 22" barrel, half-magazine, S/N 23100852. Blued finish, straight 

gripped walnut stock and forend, Crescent plastic buttplate. $500 $750

882 **Winchester Model 1892

.44 WCF caliber, 20" round barrel length, S/N 924766. Top of barrel 

marked in 2 lines with Winchester address over patent dates. Caliber 

markings at breech. Upper tang marked with model and Winchester 

trademark. All metal surfaces were finished in blue. Walnut butt stock 

and forend. $700 $1,000

883 **Remington Rolling Block

7mm S-M, 30" round barrel, blued finish, walnut stock, bayonet lug. 

Adjustable military rear sight, blade front sight. Sling swivels, cleaning 

rod. $350 $500

884

Winchester Model 1873 

Rifle

.38-40, 24" octagonal barrel, S/N 349624 (1890 production). Blued 

finish, case hardened hammer and lever, walnut stock. Standard two-

line Winchester barrel address and caliber mark. Brass lifter marked .38 

cal. Butt trap in stock (no cleaning rods). Buckhorn rear sight, 

dovetailed blade front sight. $650 $900

885 German Hunting Sword

25.5" spear point blade with wide, full-length fuller and 4.5" false edge. 

Brass grip with decorative single knucklebow, dragon's head quillon, 

and small clamshell guard. Checkered ebony grip with brass 

escutcheon. Grooved brass pommel cap. $300 $600

886 German Hunting Sword

23.25" slightly curved single-edged blade with narrow 13.5" fuller along 

spine. Blade with weak etched decorations at ricasso. 5" brass hilt 

monster head quillon,clamshell guard and single knucklebow, all cast 

with hunting scene decorations. Faceted bone and horn grip, hunting 

scene decorated pommel cap. $200 $400
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887 German Hunting Sword

23.5" straight, spear-point blade with 6.75" false edge and 11.5" 

rudimentary fuller along the spine. Blade with engraved game motifs at 

ricasso. 5.25" semi-pistol gripped brass hilt with short, tapered quillons, 

horn scales and with large bulbous brass rivets. $200 $400

888 German Hunting Sword

21.25" straight, spear point, single-edged blade with 2" false edge and 

narrow 19.5" fuller along spine. 5" brass hilt with taperedquillons and 

single clamshell guard. Faceted bone grip with bulbous brass rivets; flat 

brass pommel cap. $200 $300

889 German Hunting Sword

21.5"s slightly curved, single-edged blade, 5.25" false edge, 18" 

stopped median fuller. 7.75" of the blade is fire blued from the ricasso 

forward, with gold gilt engraved decorative motifs. 5.5" hilt with 

German silver mounts, S-shaped quillon, pierced and decorated 

clamshell guard, and grooved ebony grip. A very attractive hunting 

sword. $400 $600

890 German Hunting Sword

20" straight spear point blade with 4.5" false edge and narrow, 

rudimentary 9.5" fuller. Etched floral motifs at ricasso with leaping stag 

and wild boar motifs as well. 5" brass with hilt with cast woodland and 

game motifs, single knucklebow, and single quillon with decorated 

finial. Faceted wood grip, brass pommel cap with game scenes. 25" in 

overall length. $200 $300

891 German Hunting Sword

21.25" spear point, single-edged straight blade with 5.5" false edge and 

11" narrow fuller near spine. Simple etched floral splays near ricasso. 

4.75" hilt with cast brass guard showing game scenes and 

knucklebowwith wild boar and a recumbent lion. Single forward-swept 

quillon with dog's head finial. Faceted wood grip. $200 $400

892 German Hunting Sword

20.25" curved single edged blade, with 7.5" false edge. Semi-pistol 

gripped brass hilt andcrossguardwith rudimentary acorn finials. Hilt 

cast with martial motifs. Horn scales. Blade appears to have been re-

purposed from a much older sword. $200 $300

893 German Hunting Sword

18.75" single-edged, straight spear point blade with wide full-length 

median fuller. 5" hilt with German silver mounts and knuckle bow, and 

small guard. Single tapered quillon. Wood grip scales with three acorn 

and leaf motif rivets. $200 $400

894 German Hunting Sword

17.25" curved, single-edged blade with 15.5" narrow fuller at spine. 

Blade decorated with fire blue and gold gilt accents of panoplies of 

arms. 4.75" semi-pistol gripped hilt with horn scales retained by six 

rivets with classical face motifs. Likely a re-purposedolder military 

blade. $100 $200

895 *Remington Model 700

.280 Remington, 22.75" pencil barrel, S/N C6215063. Blued finish, 

Monte-Carlo walnut stock with cheek rest,checkered pistol grip and 

forend. Jeweled bolt, rubber buttpad, scope bases, no opensights. $500 $750
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896

*Remington Model 700 

Rifle

B6662603. Blued finish, camouflage painted synthetic stock with 

checkered pistol grip and forend. Jeweled bolt, rubber buttpad, open 

sights, drilled and tapped for scope. Synthetic sling. $400 $650

897 Weatherby Vanguard Rifle

.270 Winchester, 24.75" pencil barrel, S/N VL41952. Satin stainless 

finish, synthetic stock with checkered pistol grip and forend, rubber 

buttplate. Drilled and tapped for scope mounts. $600 $900

898

MML Inc Knight MK85 

Percussion Rifle

.54 caliber, 24" barrel, S/N 1098. Blued finish, laminated wood stock 

with pistol grip. Open sights, drilled and tapped for scope mounts. 

Synthetic ramrod with brass tip. Sling swivel studs. $100 $200

899

Winchester Model 1892 

Rifle

.38-40, 24" round barrel with full-length tubular magazine, S/N 99801 

(1929 production). Blued finish, walnut stock and forend. Standard 

Winchester 2-line address on barrel with caliber mark at receiver 

junction.Buckhorn rear and blade front sight. Previous owner's NC ID 

number is marked on the left side of the receiver in electric pencil. $700 $1,000

900

*Winchester Model 

Golden Spike SRC

.30-30 caliber, 20" round barrel, S/N GS15878. Marked on the barrel 

Golden Spike Commemorative. $650 $900

901

*Winchester Model 70 

Rifle

300 Win. Mag, 26" barrel, S/N G98371. Classic Stainless Boss; synthetic 

stock. $400 $600

902

**High Standard Model 

K1200 Pump Shotgun

12 gauge, 20" barrel. Blue finish, with checkered stock and forend. Sling 

swivels. $300 $500

903

*Winchester Model 290 

Rifle

22 caliber, 21" barrel, S/N B1408864. Blue finish with checkered stock 

and forend. $200 $300

904

**Compostie Stevens 

Favorite Rifle

.22 caliber, 21" barrel, marked on the tang Model 1915. Walnut stock 

and forearm. $100 $150

905 S&W Model 686 Revolver

.357 Magnum, 6" barrel, S/N BHM4094. Stainless finish, 

Pachmayrrubber grip. Adjustable rear sight, ramp front sight with 

orange insert. In original factory box with original, unused cleaning kit. $650 $900

906

*Browning Arms Buck 

Mark 5.5 Target Pistol

.22LR, 5.4375" barrel, S/N 655NZ23089. Matte blued finish, walnut 

target grips, gold-plated serrated trigger. Accessory rail with Simmons 

Model 1080 2x20 scope. Single magazine. Original box, numbered to 

the gun. $400 $600

907 SPV Spur Trigger Revolver

.22 caliber, 2.25" barrel, S/N 6846. Barrel marked SPV / PAT'DAPR 23, 

1878. Single-action spur trigger with seven-shot cylinder. Unknown 

finish, hard rubber grips. $200 $400

908

Reproduction Stainless 

Steel Remington New 

Model Army by Pietta

.44 caliber, 8" octagonal barrel, S/N R263574. Bright stainless steel 

finish, wood grips. $200 $300

909

**Winchester Model 1885 

Single Shot

.22RF Short, 28" round barrel, S/N 128855. Blued finish, walnut stock 

and forend. Adjustable peep receiver sight. Sling swivels. $500 $700

910

**Colt 1908 Pocket 

Automatic

.25ACP, 2.125" barrel, S/N 177017 (1915 mfg.). Blued finish, checkered 

plastic Colt grips. Single magazine. $200 $300
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911

**H&R Double Action 

Revolver

.32 S&W, 3.125" barrel, S/N 289979. Nickel finish, blued hammer, 

trigger &trigger guard. Checkered hard rubber grips. $100 $200

912 **Iver Johnson Revolver

.22LR, 5.875" barrel, S/N 10595. Blued finish, checkered walnut grip. 

Eight-shot cylinder, adjustable rear sight. $100 $200

913 *Ruger Bearcat Revolver

.22LR, 4" barrel, S/N 90-00972. Blued finish, walnut grips, brass trigger 

guard. Roll engraved cylinder. $200 $300

914 **Iver Johnson Revovler

.32 caliber, 3" barrel, no S/N. Nickel finish, owl head checkered hard 

rubber grips. $100 $200

915

*Colt Single Action Flattop 

Target Scout Revolver

.22 LR / .22 Magnum, 6" barrel, S/N L13975. Blued and case hardened 

finish, checkered plastic grips. Adjustable rear sight, large ramp front 

sight. With spare .22 Magnum cylinder. $400 $600

916 **Colt Scout Buntline

.22LR / .22 Magnum, 7.4375" barrel, S/N G51806. Blued and case 

hardened finish, hard rubber grips. With spare .22 Magnum cylinder. $400 $600

917 *Ruger Redhawk Revolver

.44 Magnum, 7.5" ribbed round barrel, S/N 500-11808. Stainless steel 

finish, smooth walnut grips. Standard Ruger markings. Adjustable rear 

sight, ramp front sight. $300 $400

918

Allen Wheelock Center 

Hammer Navy Percussion 

Revolver

.36 caliber 5.875" octagonal barrel, S/N 488. Blued finish, walnut grips. 

Standard Allen &Wheelocktwo-line address and patent marks on left 

barrel flat. $600 $900

919 *Colt Agent

.38 Special CTG. caliber, 2" barrel length, S/N 207490LW. Left side of 

the barrel marked "Agent" over caliber markings. Left side of the frame 

marked with a Rampant Colt logo. Right side of the barrel marked in 2 

lines with Colt Hartford address. Six-shot fluted cylinder. Blue finish 

with checkered walnut grips. Grips have silver rampant Colt 

medallionlogo on each side. $500 $700

920 Winchester Blank Cannon

10 gauge blank, Winchester markings on the top of the barrel.  Black 

metal with W.R.A. Co trademark embossed into the casting. Cast iron 

wheels. $400 $600

921 National Arms Derringer

.41RF, 2" barrel, S/N 260. Brass frame, rare short 2" barrel, 2.5" barrel 

standard. Barrel engraved "Bear." $500 $800

922

Smith & Wesson 1st 

Model 2nd Issue

.22RF, 3.25" octagonal barrel, S/N 69261 (mfg. ca 1865). Blued finish, 

silver-plated brass frame, ivory grips. Matching assembly mark C4 on 

major parts. $400 $600

923

Engraved Remington 

Model 95 Double 

Derringer

.41 RF Short, 3" over /under barrels, S/N 5798. Nickel finish, bone grips. 

Two-line Remington barrel address, extractor. $400 $600

924

Modern Contemporary 

Made Percussion Pistol

.34 caliber, 10.25" octagonal barrel. Browned finish, brass mounts, 

walnut stock. Wood ramrod. $200 $400

925

Modern Contemporary-

Made Percussion Pistol

.40 caliber, 10" octagonal barrel. Browned finish, brass mounts, walnut 

stock. Wood ramrod with brass tip. $200 $400

926

Colt Lord and Lady 

Derringers

.22RF Short, 2.4375" round barrel, consecutive serial numbers 79612D 

and 79613D. Blued barrels, brass frames, varnished wood grips. Colt's 

modern take on the 19th century 3rd Model Thuerderringer. Single 

action, pivoting barrel, spur triggers, in wooden Colt presentation case 

with red velvet lining. $300 $600
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927

**Colt Lighting Magazine 

Rifle

.22RF, 24" octagonal barrel, half-magazine, S/N 38466 (mfg. 1899). 

Blued finish. Smooth wood stock and forend, hard rubber Colt logo 

buttplate. Fixed notch rear sight, blade front sight. $400 $600

928

Replica Arms Copy Of Colt 

1860 With Fluted Cylinder

.44 caliber, 8" barrel length, S/N A8366. Top of barrel marked in single 

line with Replica Arms address. Left side of the barrel marked ".44 

CAL." Blue finish on barrel and cylinder. Case color frame and ejector 

with varnished walnut grips. $200 $400

929

Second Generation Colt 

Baby Dragoon Revolver

.36 caliber, 4" octagonal barrel length, S/N 16867. Top of barrel marked 

in 2 lines with Colt New York address. Left side of the frame marked 

"Colts Patent." Indianbattle cylinder scene. Blue barrel, cylinder and 

trigger. Case color frame and hammer with varnished walnut grips. $300 $500

930

* Colt Double-Action 

Revolver

.38 Colt, 6" barrel, S/N 6289. Blued finish, Colt checkered hard rubber 

grips. $400 $600

931

Half Stock Silver Mounted 

Percussion Target Rifle

.375 bore diameter, 27.25" octagonal heavy barrel length, no S/N. No 

visible markings. Engraved back lock, hammer, trigger guard and 

buttplate. Engraved patchbox on right side and engraved silver oval 

inlay on the left side. Blue barrel with silver furniture. Walnut stock. 

Rear lollipop hood sight and front hood sight. $800 $1,200

932

Relic Colt Navy Reserve 

1851 Revolver 

.36 caliber, 7.375" octagonal barrel, S/N 1736. Relic condition "square 

back" Colt Navy revolver, no hammer, no grips, missing some screws. 

Very early production, circa 1850. $700 $900

933

*Winchester Model 94 

Limited Edition Centennial

.30-30, 26" octagonal-to-round barrel with half-magazine, S/N CN0413. 

Blued finish, engraved receiver standard grained stock with checkered 

pistol grip and forend. Crescent buttplate, standard barrel sight, front 

blade sight with brass bead. In original box with paper work. $800 $1,200

934

*Winchester Model 1894-

1994 Trapper SRC

.30-30, 16" barrel, S/N 6150575. Blued finish, plain smooth walnut 

stock and forend. Shotgun butt with plastic buttplate. In original factory 

box with hang tag and paperwork. $400 $600

935

*Winchester Model 94 

Limited Edition Centennial 

Rifle

.30-30, 26" octagonal-to-round barrel with half-magazine, S/N 

CNL2370. Blued finish, engraved receiver with gold highlights, fancy 

grained stock with checkered pistol grip and forend. Crescent buttplate, 

tang-mounted peep sight, standard barrel sight, front blade sight with 

brass bead. In original box with paper work and hang tag on lever. $800 $1,200

936

*Winchester Model 94 

Limited Edition Centennial 

Rifle

.30-30, 26" octagonal-to-round barrel with half-magazine, S/N 

CNL0413. Blued finish, engraved receiver with gold highlights, fancy 

grained stock with checkered pistol grip and forend. Crescent buttplate, 

tang mounted peep sight, standard barrel sight, front blade sight with 

brass bead. In original box with paper work and hang tag on lever. $800 $1,200
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937 **S&W Model 10-8

.38 Special, 3" barrel, S/N 9D67570. Nickel finish, case hardened 

hammer and trigger, checkered Goncalo Alves grips with silver Smith 

&Wesson medallions. Matte, satin finish top strap and barrel rib, ramp 

front sight, smooth trigger. $200 $400

938 *Ruger Model P91DC

.40 S&W, 4.25" barrel, S/N 340-16302. Stainless steel slide, gray 

aluminum frame, rubber grip panels. In original factory plastic box with 

extra magazine, loading tool, pad lock with keys and paperwork. $250 $400

939 Colt Model 1889 DA

.41 Colt, 4.375" barrel, S/N 269578 (1893 mfg.). Blued finish, hard 

rubber grips. $100 $200

940 *Lorcin L380 Pistol

.380 caliber, 3.5" barrel, S/N 108567. Blued finish, plastic grips, single 

magazine. $100 $200

941

Composite 

Colt/Manhattan 

Percussion Pocket 

Revolver

.31 caliber, 3.875" octagonal barrel, no serial numbers. A composite 

gun made from a Colt M-1849 Pocket with a Manhattan pocket barrel 

and loading lever. Barrel with Manhattan marks and light scroll 

engraving. All numbers and markings removed from Colt portion of the 

gun. $400 $600

942 Iver Johnston Revolver .32 caliber, 3.25" barrel. Nickel finish, hard rubber grips. $100 $200

943 *Taurus Revolver

.357 magnum, 4" barrel, S/N 109990. Blued finish, case hardened 

trigger and hammer, checkered wood grips with gold Taurus 

medallions. Wide, serrated trigger, adjustable rear sight. $200 $300

944

*Colt Police Positive 

Special Revolver

.32-20, 3.875" barrel, S/N 244396 (mfg. 1922). Nickel finish, checkered 

walnut grips with silver Colt medallions. $200 $300

945 Four Shotshell Boxes

Three twelve gaugeboxes, one 16 gauge box. Three boxes of 

Remington, one box of Western. $150 $200

946

Large Lot of Individual 

Cartridges  Some shotshells, inside primed cartridges, centerfire cartridges. $200 $400

947

Lot of Two Boxes Peters 

Shotshells One 20 gauge and one 12 gauge. $100 $200

948

Lot of Five Boxes of 

Cartridges

Two Winchester two-piece boxes of .45-70 caliber. One box of 40 

caliber bullets. One box of Peters .45-70, one Remington UMCbox .45-

70. $200 $400

949

Lot of Miscellaneous 

Boxes of Cartridges 12 boxes: Remington, Winchester, United States Cartridge Company. $200 $400

950

Lot of 17 Boxes of 

Collectible .22 Cartridges Western, Remington, Winchester. $300 $400

951

**Colt Model 1908 Pocket 

Automatic

.25 ACP, 2" barrel, S/N 367004 (mfg. 1926). Blued finish, checkered 

walnut grips with silver Colt medallions. One magazine. $250 $400

952

**Colt Police Positive 

Revolver

.32 Colt, 4" barrel, S/N 90548 (mfg. 1911). Blued finish, checkered hard 

rubber grips with COLT mark at frame. Rampant Colt logo on frame. $150 $250
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953 **Colt New Police

.38 Colt, 4" barrel, S/N 3794 (mfg. 1906). Blued finish, checkered hard 

rubber grips with COLT mark at frame. Rampant Colt logo on frame 

surrounded by * COLT'S * NEW POLICE. Includes old spring clip-style 

shoulder holster. $200 $300

954

**Ithaca Double-Barrel 

Shotgun

16 gauge choked full and modified, 28" barrels, S/N 328919. Blued 

barrels, case hardened receiver, checkered pistol gripped walnut stock 

with hard rubber Ithaca marked buttplate and smooth splinter forend. 

Receiver marked ITHACA GUN CO. - ITHACA N.Y. Barrels marked 

SMOKELESS POWDER STEEL and MADE IN U.S.A. $300 $500

955

**Savage Arms Model 

1914

.22 S/L/LR, 24" octagonal barrel, full-length magazine tube, S/N 14923. 

Blued finish. Walnut stock with checkered pistol grip and grooved 

forend. Metal buttplate, tang mounted safety. Leaf rear and blade front 

sights. $250 $350

956 **Mossberg Targo 42T 

.22 smoothbore, 27" barrel, no S/N. Blued finish, walnut stock with 

pistol grip and elevated comb, hard rubber buttplate. Includes two 

magazines. $200 $300

957

**Japanese Military Rifle 

Converted to Sporting 

Rifle

7.7mm (probably), 22.8125" barrel, S/N 49142. Blued finish, Monte-

Carlo-style stock with stippled checkering at pistol grip and forend. 

Japanese Type 99 rifle altered to sporting configuration with 

replacement stock, using the original action with the bolt turned down. 

Bolt matching. Re-barreled and may be re-chambered, so rifle should 

be inspectedby a competentgunsmith prior to firing to definitively 

determine caliber. Lyman adjustable receiver mounted peep sight, 

ramp front sight. $200 $300

958

**Winchester Model 12 

Shotgun

12 gauge cylinder bore, 21.375" barrel, S/N 685974 (mfg. c1936). Blued 

finish, pistol-gripped stock with grooved forend. Takedown model. $300 $400

959 **Ithaca Double Shotgun

12 gauge cylinder bore, 28" barrels, S/N 269094. Blued barrels, case 

hardened receiver, pistol-gripped buttstock and splinter forend. 

Receiver marked ITHACA GUN CO - ITHACA, NY and barrels marked 

SMOKELESS POWDER STEEL. Pistol grip crudely checkered. Unmarked, 

hard rubber buttplate. $300 $500

960 German Hunting Sword

19.5" slightly curved single-edged blade with wide, full-length median 

fuller. 5.25" brass hilt with horn grip andcast open work clamshell 

guard and pommel cap and cast floral motifs on the knuckle guard and 

quillon. $200 $300

961 German Hunting Sword

18.25" quillbackblade with 13.25" wide median fuller. 6.25" hilt with 

brass clamshell guard and S-shaped deer's hoof quillons. Horn grip with 

brass acorn decorations, flat brass pommel cap with acorn tang nut. $300 $500
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962

Early German Hunting 

Sword

30.25" single-edgedspear point, saw-back blade with 9" false edge. 

Reverse of blade is marked twice near the spine: PETER 

BIERSPERGMEFECITSOLINGEN1641, with the mark repeated one over 

the other. The obverse is marked: DNESI VIS POTESME MVNDARE 1641 

in the same fashion. 5.75" hilt with simple flat iron knuckle bow, 

clamshell guard, forward-swept lower quillon and straight upper 

quillon. Horn grip scales secured by 5 bulbous iron rivets. $500 $700

963 German Hunting Sword

24" straight, single-edged, spear point blade with wide, 23" fuller. 6" 

semi-pistol gripped hilt with brass clamshell guard and slightly S-shaped 

quillons. Horn grip scales secured by three bulbous brass rivets. $300 $500

964 German Hunting Sword

22" slightly curved single-edged blade, with 6" false edge. Blade with 

old simple engraving of panoplies of arms, a maker's mark, a large U 

with an S inside it and a large K. 6" hilt with German silver mounts and 

bone scales with German silver rivets. Forward sweptquillons with 

simple engraved motifs, matching the other mounts. An interesting 

older blade in somewhat newer mounts. $500 $800

965 German Hunting Sword

20.75" slightly curved, single-edged blade with 7.25" false edge. Blade 

with deeply struck King's Head Solingencutler's mark on both side near 

the ricasso. 4.75" brass hilt with forward swept quillonterminating in a 

sea monster finial. Single knuckle bow with classical figure cast into it. 

Horn grip and pierced decorative pommel cap with foliate motifs. $200 $400

966

**Winchester Model 1892 

Rifle

.38-40 caliber, 20" octagonal barrel, S/N 223397. Walnut stock and 

forend. $500 $750

967 **03 Sporting Rifle

.30-06 caliber, 24" barrel, S/N 234552. Barrelmarked RIA6-13. Barrel 

and receiver have been nickel plated. Finely checkered pistol grip stock. 

Skeletonizedbuttplate with a trap. Lyman 48 receiver sight. $400 $600

968

*Factory Engraved Colt 

Single Action Army

<span style="font-family: arial, verdana, helvetica; font-size: 

13.3333px;">.44 special caliber, 5.5" barrel length, S/N SA27920. Top of 

the barrel marked with single-line Colt Hartford address. Left side of 

the barrel marked "Colt Single Action Army .44 Special." Left side of the 

frame marked in 2 lines with patent dates. This revolver is nickel-plated 

with factory "B" engraving on the barrel, frame, cylinder, back strap 

and trigger guard. Smooth rosewood medallion grips.

$2,500 $4,000

969 *Phoenix Arms HP22A

.22 LR caliber, 3" barrel length, S/N 4369734. Caliber markings on the 

left side of the barrel. Left side of the slide action marked "Phoenix 

Arms" over "Ontario CA." Right side of the slide action marked in 3 lines 

with model over caliber over "Made in the U.S.A." Satin nickel finish 

with black checkered plastic grips. $100 $200
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970

Brick of Western .22 Long 

Rifle Cartridges White cardboardbox with red &blue lettering. $150 $200

971

Lot of Three Boxes of Hi-

Power Cartridges

20 gauge box is partial. 12 gauge box was military issue, with the 

wrapper still around the box. Full 12 gauge box. $100 $200

972

**Winchester Model 1894 

Carbine

.32 Winchester Special, 20" round barrel, full magazine, S/N 1041231 

(mfg. 1928). Blued finish, walnut stock. Lyman adjustable receiver 

mounted peep sight, tall blade front sight with white bead. Barrel sight 

removed and dovetail filled. $300 $500

973 Full-Stock Percussion Rifle

.32 caliber, 36.5" octagonal barrel retained by three wedges, .40" 

across the flats. Browned finish, full stocked in striped maple with a 

raised cheek piece, brass furniture. Percussion lock marked 

WHITMORE&WOLFF / PITTSBURGH (lock makers c1837-1852 - Sellers). 

Four-piece open-work patchbox, double set triggers, extended trigger 

guard with two finger spurs, two ramrod thimbles and entry pipe. 

Simple leaf rear sight and blade front sight. Simple decorative lines 

carved along toe line, incised line along forend above ramrodchannel. $750 $1,000

974

Lot of Five Winchester 

Reloading Tools

Lot includes the following:

1) Tool for .44WCF in very good condition.

2) Tool for .32 WCFin fair condition.

3) Tool for .38 WCFin good condition.

4) Another tool for .38 WCFin very good condition.

5) Another tool for .32WCFin good condition.

Most tools with scattered surface oxidation, #2 heavily oxidized, #4 

retaining some original blue. $300 $500

975

**Winchester Model 77 

Rifle .22 caliber, 22" round barrel, no S/N. Blue finish with a walnut stock. $500 $850

976

*Winchester Model 290 

Rifle

.22 caliber, 21" round barrel, S/N 351187. Blue finish, walnut stock and 

forend. $300 $600

977 *Glenfield Model 60 Rifle .22 caliber, 22" round barrel, S/N 20636918. Blue finish, walnut stock. $300 $500

978 * Marlin Model 70 Rifle

.22 caliber, 18" round barrel, S/N 10437305. Blue finish walnut stock. A 

Tasco4X15 scope mounted on the grooved top receiver. $300 $500

979 **Remington Model 552

.22 caliber, 23.5" round barrel. Blue finish with walnut stock and 

forend. $350 $500

980 *Marlin  Model 60 Rifle

.22 caliber, 22" round barrel with magazine tube, S/N 05183216. 

Walnut stock. $300 $500

980

*Marlin Glenfield Model 

65

.22 caliber, 22" round barrel, S/N 71462222. Blue finish, walnut stock. 

Manufactured 1971-1974 for Oklahoma Tire and Supply Company. See 

Brophy's book Marlin Firearms. $325 $500

980 *Marlin Model 120 Rifle

22 caliber, 22" barrel, S/N 27357923. Blue finish, checkered stock. 

Mounted with a Revelationmarked 4 X 15 scope. Marked Revelation 

and made for Western Auto Supply Company between 1960-1965. An 

exact copy of the Marlin Model 99. Rare in this configurationwith the 

scope. $350 $500
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981

Contemporary Copy Of A 

Hawken Rifle 

.54 caliber, 32" octagonal barrel, S/N 4611. Browned finish, German 

silver mounts, two-key hardwood stock with cheek rest. Double set 

triggers. Unmarked percussion lock, top of barrel marked ALLEN F.A. 

MFG. CO. - SANTA FE N.M., rifle made by Uberti of Italy and so marked 

on left flat. Wood ramrod with brass jag tip. Nicely aged and decorated 

reproduction rifle with tacks to make an attractive accent piece in a 

Western themed room or cabin. $300 $500

982

**Winchester Model 1894 

SRC

.30-30 WCF, 20" round barrel with full length magazine, S/N 601072 

(mfg. 1912). Blued finish, walnut stock with crescent buttplate. Saddle 

ring on receiver. Adjustable peep sight on tang, barrel sight removed 

and dovetail filled. $400 $650

983

*Thompson Center Arms 

Single Shot Pistol

.223 Remington, 10" barrel, S/N 279377. Blued finish, laser engraved 

frame, over-sized finger-grooved walnut gripsand forend. 

IncludesLeupold M8 2x extended eye-relief scope in Leupoldmounts. $350 $500

984

Reproduction Colt 1860 

Army Revolver

.44 caliber, 8" barrel, S/N 2347. Unmarked, likely Italian reproduction 

of a Colt M-1860 Army percussion revolver, which has been lightly aged 

to appear much older. $200 $400

985

*Double Deuce by Buddie 

Arms

.22RF, 2.875" over/ under barrels, S/N 16846. Gold-plated finish, 

checkered plastic grips. Modern copy of the classic Remington Model 

96 "Over Under" derringer. $100 $200

986 H&R Revolver

.38 S&W, 3.125" barrel, S/N 154335. Nickel finish, mother-of-pearl 

grips. Double action only topbreak revolver with concealed hammer. $100 $200

987 Cobray Model D .45 Colt / .410 Shotgun, 3.25" barrel, no S/N. Blued finish, plastic grips. $100 $200

988

Sharps Model 1C 

Derringer

.22RF, 2.5" 4-barrel cluster, S/N 17181. Nickel finish with silver-plated 

brass frame with wood grips. $300 $500

989

Colt Model 1889 DA 

Revolver

.41 Colt, 4.5" barrel, S/N 11312. Blued finish, checkered wood grips 

with Colt medallions. $200 $300

990 **Iver Johnston Revolver 

.38 caliber, 4" barrel, no serial number. Blued finish, checkered, hard 

rubber owl head grips. Top break, double-action only with concealed 

hammer. $100 $200

991 Colt Lighting Revolver

.38 Colt, 3.375" barrel, S/N 28574 (1881 mfg.). Blued finish, checkered 

wood grips. Made without ejector rod, long cylinder pin. $600 $900

992

**Colt Single Action Army 

Revolver

.38-40 caliber, 4.625" barrel, S/N 286201 (1906 mfg.). Blued finish, hard 

rubbergrips. Two-line barrel address. Visible numbers match. $1,000 $1,500

993

Colt Single Action Army 

Revolver

.45 Colt, 5.25" barrel, S/N 5967 (frame mfg. 1874). Blued finish. Early 

production black powder frame and grip strap numbers match, trigger 

guard mismatched, cylinder un-numbered. Barrel replaced. Bull's-eye 

ejector rod, hard rubber grips. Poor quality engraving on barrel and 

cylinder. $750 $1,000
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994

Large Buffalo Shoulder 

Head Mounted Trophy

There is no animal that represents the American West better than the 

American Bison or buffalo. These magnificent animals were hunted to 

near extinction, but in recent times have made a resurgence. This 

taxidermy example is a large shoulder-head mount with a winter coat. 

It measures 40" from top of the neck to the bottom. The width at the 

shoulders measure 24". The hair is a light brown to dark brown.  $750 $1,000

995

Montana Prison Made 

Bridle

Bridle has been woven with three colors: beige, dark brown and red. 

Both bridle rosettes with images of a sporting dog. Bridle complete 

with six tassels with 'acorn' formed motifs throughout. Included is a 

matching woven lead line rendered in beige and dark brown colors 

forming a spiral pattern complete with two tassels.

This bridle was purchased by the consignor's grandfather Oscar 

Dancey(b 1888) in Montana in the 1920s. Oscar Danceyworked for 

Pawnee Bill's Wild West Show. $700 $900

996

Blacksmith-Made Short 

Sword 

16" blade length, 21" overall length. No visible markings. Iron 

knucklebow and guard. Stag handle. $500 $800

997

Napoleonic Era Eagle 

Sabertache

Trapezoidal leather sabertachewith scalloped lower edge, measuring 

about 10.75"x9" with a brass crowned eagle on front flap measuring 

6.75"x4.75". Interior with dark purple Moroccan leather lining 

decorated with fancy stitching, with several pockets and red velvet 

lined flaps. Three oval brass suspension rings at top. $800 $1,200

998

Trompe L'oeil by Adrianas 

M. Bauman, Reported to 

Have Hung in Frederic 

Remington's Studio

62" x 42" paper illustration coated over in varnish, signedAdrianasM. 

Bauman/ Copyright 1904lower right. Tromp L'oeildepicting a dead 

rabbit and duck, with a hunter's jacket, shotgun, cartridge belt and hat 

hanging on a barn door. According to the previous owner, this hung in 

Frederic Remington's studio at some point. $100 $200
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